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0 Registration week said to have sped SGA voting 
By Scott Carlson 
News E<ilor 
1,450 votes. 
SGA's ballot-casting methods 
this year marked a change from 
Hot on the heels of computer- previous years. Students voted 
ized polling creeping into using a newly created voting 
American politics, Columbia's function through the school's 
Student Government OASIS website, allowing stu-
Association announced that dents to vote from any comput-
online voting helped enhance er connected to the Internet. 
the resul ts of According to Dare, 
Columbia 's fall 2004 ..-.r--~~:===1 OASIS did not initially 
e lection, even though offer a voting capabi lity, 
the number of students so one had to be created. 
who voted remained the - - -'---1 The sophisticated voting 
same. mechanism was built to 
When SGA closed recognize each student's 
the voting featu re on departmental candidates 
Columbia's OASIS website and was safeguarded to prevent 
May 7, Dorothy Dare, project over voting. 
coordinator of Columbia's Kulovsek, however, said the 
Information Technology number of votes came in faster 
Department, reported the final than last year's, adding that reg-
number of students who voted istration for the fall 2004 
online for SGA's fall cabinet semester occurred the same 
was 733, or 8 percent of stu- week as the election and in turn 
dents, the same percentage as boosted voter turnout. 
last year's number. " It really helps us out that 
However, Justin Kulovsek, e lections were going on the 
president of SGA, said the num- same week as registration,·· 
bers are misleading. Kulovsek Kulovsek said. "A lot of the stu-
said that because students could dents that wouldn' t be using the 
vote for a departmental candi- OASIS on a daily basis kind of 
date and a senator-at-large, had to this week." 
there were more votes cast than Using seven computers bor-
students who actually voted. He rowed from the Journalism 
said SGA's goal was to garner Department, students this year 
between 700 and 800 votes, were also invited to vote for 
which was surpassed this year SGA members at the HUT, an 
with an estimated 1,100 to 
See Elections Page 6 
Andrew J. 
Nastasia Salazar and Fiona Lynch, freshmen biology majors at University of Illinois at Chicago, 
hold up signs May 5 in support of abortion rights at a demonstration outside of Columbia's 
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Pro-life group a no-show 
0 Group cites resistance at other campuses for dodging Columbia protest 
By Andrew Greiner 
News Editor 
Nel Lair made the hour-long 
train trip from Aurora. Ill.. to 
Chicago in hopes of joining a 
pro- life demonstration on 
Columbia's campus. Unfortunately 
for Lair, he was the only pro-life 
supporter in attendance at what 
was supposed to be a pro-li fe 
demonstration. 
The Pro-Life Action League, a 
Chicago-based anti-abortion 
organization, promoted a stop on 
its Face the Truth Tour on its 
website. The pro1es1 was slated 
for May 5 al the corner of 
Harrison Street and Michigan 
Avenue, outside the Alexandroff 
Campus Center. 600 S. Michigan 
Ave .. at 9 a.m. but no one from 
the Pro-Life Action League 
sho wed up. 
"They must have had a higher 
calling, a higher purpose," Lair 
said about the organization. 
What was slated as a pro-li fe 
demonstration turned out to be a 
pro-choice counter demonstra-
tion. 
Dozens of college students 
showed up armed with pro-
choice banners. signs and litera-
ture. from Columbia and other 
area schools. intent on creating a 
counter-demonstration. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs at Columbia, said 
he thinks it is great that students 
exercised their democratic right 
to assemble. 
See Protests Page 7 
Coyotes capture baseball tournament 
Coyotes first baseman Brad Bruntyn hits a homerun 
during the WIBC tournament. Bruntyn's bat helped 
the Columbia Coyotes win the tournament champi-
onship. 
C» ~ 
0 Columbia's team goes from worst to first in only four seasons of ballplaying 
By Andrew Greiner 
News E<ilor 
regional championship to Columbia. 
It was the first time a Columbia 
team has won any type of sports 
Before the championshi p game of championship. 
the Wisconsin-Illinois Baseball Schroeder said this championship 
Conference tournament, Columbia should show Columbia students that 
Coyotes catcher Chris Schroeder their school has a good spons 
overheard one of the ~ team, and it should raise inter-
Northwestern University est for baseball and sports in 
players say, ."The.se are art general across campus, 
students; thts wtll be an Schroeder said. 
easy win." SI'OIITS "The team shined through 
But that North':"estern and everyone's bats came 
player fat led to reahze that through," Schroeder said. 
the Coyotes can actually play ball. The Coyotes worked their way 
The Coyotes bashed thetr way through the double e limination tour-
thro ugh the WIBC championship nament and defeated three of the 
series May I and 2, outscoring their teams University of Wisconsin-Fond 
opponents 57 to 21 to bring home the ' 
du Lac and Univers ity of Wisconsin-
Madison and DePaul, by slaughter 
rule, when a game is stopped after an 
insurmountable lead. 
In the game against DePaul , the 
Coyotes scored 12 runs in the third 
inning, including three homeruns by 
Brad Bruntyn, Nick Treadway and 
Dan Green, a ll with two outs, 
Schroeder said. 
Leo Moskal's pitching in the 
championship game against 
Northwestern, the team favored to 
win, earned him tournament MYP 
honors. Schroeder said without 
Moskal's p itching, the team's 
chances of winning the tournament 
would have been a lot slimmer. 
See Baseball Page 6 
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MONDAY 
0 Dominique Cyrille. o ne of two Center For 
Black Music Research Rockefeller Resident Fellows 
during 2003-04. presents a public lecture in the Hokin 
Hall Auditorium in the Wabash Campus Building. 623 
S. Wabash Ave., titled "The Politics of Quadrille 
Performance of the French-Caribbean Colonies." 
Cyrille's research. while in residence at the CBMR, 
focused on the "contredanse" and "quadrille dance" 
traditions in the Lesser Antilles during 1790-1830 and 
how they affected the emergence of Caribbean-Creole 
culture. Cyrille. who holds a doctorate in musicology 
from the Sorbonne in Paris, is an adjunct assistant pro-
fesso r in ethnomusicology in the Black Studies Center 
of Lehman College. City Universi ty of New York. 
TUUDAY 
0 Columbia's composition majors in the Music 
Department present a multimedia concert featuring 
their work. 
This show is performed by the lnternat·ional 
Contemporary Ensemble. in res idence at the Music 
Department, with music faculty and student participa-
tion. The show's choreography is by award-winning 
Alfredo Rivera and directed by c ritically acclaimed 
composer Joe Cerqua. 
The show is free to Columbia students. and will be 
held at the Getz Theater in the II th Street Campus 
Building. 72 E. II th St. 
For more information. call (3 12) 344-6719. 
WBDNUDAY 
0 Columbia 's Film and Video Department pres-
ents NEXTFRAME. a touring festival of award-win-
ning films by student filmmakers from around the 
world. 
The show starts at 6 p.m. in Room 302 o f the 1104 
Center, 1104 S . Wabash Ave. For more information, 
call (312) 344-6708. 
THUIItaDAY 
0 The Film and Video Department hosts its annu-
al student film festival, The Big Screen. 
In 11.\ etghth year. the juried competition highliaJ!ts 
the best student films of the year, inc luding narrative, 
animation. ell peri mental and documentary works. 
The free festival is at the Harold Washington Library 
Auditorium. 400 S. State St. For more information. call 
(312) 344-6708. 
PIUDAY 
0 Columbta's Museum of Contempo rary 
J'llotovaphy. in conJunc tion wuh the celebration of the 
lOth anmversary of the Chicago-Hamburg S ister Cities 
provam. presents "Utopia's Backyard." 
The u htbition featurn the work of five German 
contemporary arhstt-Peter Do mbro we, Beate 
Outtctlow, Peter Ptller and Jeanne Faust with J6 rn 
Ze~onurlled wtth tuues of truth and authenticity. 
lhe exhtblt, on Vtew through July 2 in the 
AJeuruJroff Camptu fJulldlna. 600 South Michigan 
Avt. .. is ftu and opiln to tht JNbllc . Pl:ll rnore lnfotrnu-
tKm, call IJ12) )44· 7104 
If you 11ave an upcoming event or 
announctmtnt, call Thf Chronlclt's 
newt dllk It (312) a44-7215 or 
•man cnronleltlcolum.ectu. 
Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief 
Harry Braun: the other candidate 
W hen he 's elected to the White House next year. Harry Braun III has a sim-
ple plan to fix his country. It 
involves, in short, creating more 
than 10 million new jobs, patching 
the environment back together and 
reducing the country's dependency 
on foreign oil-all without spend-
ing a dime in taxpayer dollars. 
Then, he'll give us universal 
health care and organize teachers to 
create DVDs and videos for distant 
learn ing, thus improving the coun-
try's education system. With no oil, 
our foreign policy will improve; 
Braun says he' ll bring our troops 
back from Iraq. 
Sounds like a plan. If all goes 
right. 
"The nature of my candidacy," 
Braun said fro m his Phoenix head-
quarters, "has to do with a global 
problem of I think we're all like 
passengers on the Titanic; and 
we're about to hit an iceberg." 
The bespectacled 56-year-old 
wi th white hair from Arizona calls 
himself an environmental technical 
analyst by trade. Judging from his 
website, though, Braun is more akin 
to a modern day Leonardo da 
Vinci-a keeper of intricate draw-
ings of complex machines too 
advanced for his time. 
Braun says he has a plan. Just no 
o ne's listening. 
"We need to change course," 
Braun said. "In my view, Kerry and 
Bush are different sides of the same 
coin." 
His plan to change the mess. 
called "the Phoenix Project," isn't 
exactly simple ... o r cheap. for that 
matter. 
First. it calls fo r the construction 
of multimillion dollar. towering 
wind machines that will bob in the 
middle of oceans. harnessing the 
power of trade winds. Then. the 
machines will create hydrogen 
power that will be consumed by 
modified aircraft and other vehicles 
7 years ago in 
ChroDide 
So, that's where the name comes 
from. 
Headlining the front page of the 
May II. 1987. edition of The 
Chronicle is word of a new donor for 
an art gallery on the first noor of the 
Wabash Campus BuildinJI. 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
"Myron Hokln. a college board 
member since 1972 und president of 
Century Steel Corp.. bus mudc n 
dunatlon .. . " of an c:sllmntcd 
$2,.000 fur the new cxhtbillon 
space. 
The spn~c. ur course. became the 
I Iukin Onliery uod AMcx. cumprlsln11 
most of the 11rst floor of the bulltlh11!· 
Announcements 
Th .. t•r kid• n•lt •warda 
Two 'rhe111 t Oepumn nt stud lilA 
IJiace<l nrst ai'Kliii!Cuntl lnlll MUiiCII 
'tlte8tcr Com~tlllun, spon~ur~ hy 
the dr at r t h iCRIItJ llhttflt r uf th 
N811onl l Soolety or Afts Mntl IAttetw 
Mt hael llltnMllf. i IIIJ)Jhutnure 
stipulated by the Braun administra-
tion. 
The "Windships," as they're 
called on Braun's website-
www.braunforpresident.us-will 
also "provide a ·critical sanctuary 
fo r the ocean's fish and other 
marine organisms that are now 
being exterminated by oil spills, 
other pollution and unregulated 
destructive fishing practices," the 
website says. Braun's extensive 
website also includes such fascinat-
ing topics as the "exponential 
nature of interrelated energy and 
environmental problems." 
Braun said the windmills would 
eventually make the United States 
independent of foreign oil by 2010, 
if all goes right. The five-year tran-
sition would cost about $6 trillion 
and paid for by-get ready for 
this-oil companies. 
"They're going to become hydro-
gen companies," Braun said, 
"because they're going to earn tril-
lions of dollars a year in their 
investments." 
It'll add 10 million jobs at least 
to the private sector. 
Some of those jobs will go to col-
lege graduates. If all goes right. 
"The whole economy will be 
supercharged. so the kids in college 
are going to have this extraordinary 
opportunity to take advantage of 
that wave of afnuence and prosperi-
ty that will come with that transi-
tion," he said. 
It's not a new concept for Braun, 
who has spent much of his life 
studying energy substitutes. 
"I tried to get the first Bush 
administration to do this 20 years 
ago," he said. Since then. Braun has 
run on the same platform in a bid 
for an Arizona U.S. Senate seat 
against John McCain and even 
brought the message to "both 
Bushes," presumptive Democratic 
presidential nominee John Kerry 
and former Democratic presidential 
candidate Ho ward Dean. 
musical theater major. won first place 
in the contest. 
Derrick Trumbly. a junior theater 
major. received the place of regional 
runner-up in the competition. winning 
$300. 
Hamichar will go on to compete in 
the NSAL's National Career Awards 
competition May 20-22 at the 
University of Illinois at Champalan-
Urbana. 
Book reports for oaM 
Applications for the Dempsey J. · 
Truvis Scholnrship Foundation are 
nuw nvnilnblc for students. 
EstAblished to provide nnanclal aid 
for nil undervrnduntc student& pursu· 
in11 hi ahcr educntion. the foundAtion 
will be llt:Ccptinl! uppilct~ t iMS fur the 
rcncwnblc: SSOO sehoinrshlp until Jun 
2.! . 2()()11. 
Appli~Mnts must hnvc n 0 1'1\ of 3.0 
or better. nnd In nddilltl!l 1(1 the ~ppll 
cntlon. mu8t submit n book 1'\'ll\•tt un 
UhC or th ree ht>llk8 llltitlt>n lW 
Dcmpsu J '1'1-avl~: AutvblvifrtttJh\> ,;,. 
/Jim:~ Cll/,~tNtJ• 1/uwlll. 1111' l'ttJt~t · 
M!II'!Jr or J. lit/sill lltJtll'tr 't 1"81 
Wlrttl t/1~ Nutlrm. 
Appllc"llon~ ~tc uvnll<~b l In th 
Studcm AliliYitie~t om~e. lti\'Ol~ ln 
Jtuutn I ~ ut the Wntlill!ll t'RI\11JU~ 
llulldlnjj. Cll3 N. WIIMAII Avt-
"Of course. you never get to meet 
the real man; he's too busy." 
After decades of raising serious 
issues with the nation's crumbling 
economy, that message doesn't 
appear to be sinking in. 
Braun didn' t appear on the 
Illinois primary ballot. In the 
District of Columbia and New 
Hampshire Democratic primaries, 
he garnered less than 50 votes--
total. 
It doesn't bother the straight-
speaking Braun. who said he has 
about 20 bases across the country. 
including one at Arizona State 
University. 
"It's a bunch of students who are 
interested in renewable energies and 
renewable resources," said Randel 
Hanson, the Harry Braun for 
President Student Committee's 
adviser. 
About a dozen people are mem-
bers of the group, Hanson said, but 
it's a start. 
Somehow, the campaign has also 
come across the e-mail addresses of 
175 million Americans, who should 
be receiving a message from Braun 
soon, he said. 
But with that last name-easily 
confused with the former presiden-
tial contender and Illinois Sen. 
Carol Moseley Braun-<:ould help 
him in the voter's booth. 
And if he doesn't get enough 
votes? 
"In the final analysis," his web-
site says. "if Harry is not ahead of 
Sen. Kerry and President Bush in 
the national polls prior to the gener-
al election. he will withdraw from 
the race and endorse Kerry." 
Harry. as even his only media 
official calls him, will stay his 
course through the general election 
six months away. 
"This is a campaign of issues." he 
said, "not throwing some medals 
over a fence." 
-ccoates@chroniclemail.com 
CAMrusNEWs 3 
ChMiel Kushner/The Chrooide 
Sam Weller's American Authors Seminar class gathers around a conference table of the meeting 
room of the college library inside the SotJth Campus Building, 624 S . Michigan Ave., Apnl 30 for a 
phone call with Ray Bradbury. Weller's seminar overviews Bradbury, the author of books such as 
'Fahrenheit 451' and 'Something Wicked This Way Comes.' · 
Something famous this way·comes 
0 Seminar teacher laments lack of campus venues for c'onference calls· 
By Scott Carlson 
News Edilor 
After his students found their 
seats, Sam Weller confessed to his 
American Authors Seminar class 
that the scheduled conference call 
might be cut short_ 
Their call, originally plartned·for 
two weeks earlier, had been 
rescheduled for April 30 because 
the speaker 's only sibling-his 
brother-had died, and he was also 
called to testify before a congres-
s ional committee on the necessity 
of sending human explore~ to 
Mars. Additionally,· Weller 
warned the class not to whisper 
or make noise during the call; 
their subject was 83 years old, 
deaf in one ear, blind in one eye, 
the victim of two strokes and had 
lost his wife in November of 
2003. 
Weller turned on the confer-
ence phone in the meeting room 
at the college library inside the 
South Campus Building, 624 S. 
Michigan Ave., and dialed . . Ray 
Bradbur)' answered. 
" I' m doing well," Bradbury, 
the celebrated author of 
Fahrenheit451 and The Martian 
Chronicles, told the class. "In 
fact, I wrote a new poem this 
morning." 
Perhaps it was his personal 
strength that allowed Bradbury 
451, into a curriculum thill·analyzes 
his work. The seminar culminated 
with the conference call to the 
author. Students quizzed Bradbury 
for a little more than a half hour, 
mainly asking about Fahrenheit, 
although Bradbury's answers added 
up to more than explaining where 
authors get their ideas. 
Bradbury spoke to Weller's stu-
dents about experimenting, both as 
wljtm and as people. The author 
advised the students to embrace the 
unknown in their worlds, which he 
said is the only way to find out what 
you're uncertain about, the closer 
you come to discovering the truth." 
According to•Weller, that philos-
ophy is something Bradbury prac-
tices in his own life-<ase in point: 
his case to Congress on sending 
humans to Mars. 
"Ray's been a real outspoken 
spokesperson on the need to go to 
Mars," Weller said. "His philoso-
phy is that we humans cannot afford 
to not be pioneers because of the 
things we could achieve." 
The author's ~tatement on the 
unknown came as no surprise to 
Weller, who has been tracking 
Bradbury's life since he inter-
viewed the author for a Chicago 
Tribune Magazine article. Weller 
was surprised to find out that no 
one had approached Bradbury 
about telling his life's story. 
"A lot of journalists interview 
him and they don't even know 
who he is," Weller said. "The 
minute he realized that I was 
basically born, bottle fed and bred 
on [his work], ... we hit it off 
completely." 
While working on the biogra-
phy, The Bradbury Chronicles: 
to participate in a phone confer- Photo by Barry Brecheisen/ courtesy Sam Weller 
ence with students in the midst of Ray Bradbury (right) and Sam Weller, 
a loss, but accordmg to Weller, his biographer and Columbia teacher 
Bradbury's authorized biogra- of an American Authors Seminar, at 
pher and teacher of Columbia's the LA Weekly Theater Awards in April 
American Authors Seminar on 2003. Bradbury was awarded a 
Bradbury, that's just Ray being Career Achievem~nt award and Best 
Ray. One-Act Play Wnllng award. 
The Authorized Biography of Ray 
Bradbury, slated for publication 
in March of 2005 by Harper 
Coll ins, Weller proposed the 
Bradbury seminar to the college's 
English Department. He also 
brought up the idea to Bradbury, 
who not only approved but 
expressed interest in interacting 
with Weller's class through con-
ference calls. 
''There aren't many lit classes · 
taught on living authors," Weller 
said. "It's not like they can do 
conference calls with John 
"This is the kind of stuff that 
keeps him going," Weller said. 
"Work is his lifeblood. He's unable 
to travel and speak to stuqents, 
which he loves to do, so this gives 
him an opportunity to interact with 
college students and speak to peo-
ple who are really interested in 
him." . 
Weller's course incorporates 30 
of Bradbury's short stories and his 
most; famous novel, F(lhrenheit 
kind of writers-and, ultimately, 
what kind of people---they·really are. 
"Until you let go and experiment 
with the things you don't know, you 
can't know who you really are," 
Bradbury said to the class. "The 
things you ·do self-consciously, 
whether it's to please your friends 
or a writing market, are wrong ... 
and you can't know anything about 
yourself until you experiment. The 
more you let out the things that 
Steinbeck, Hemingway or 
Shakespeare, either." 
For Weller, there couldn't be a 
better time for students to be able to 
grill Bradbury on his work. This 
year marks the 50th anniversary of 
the publication of Fahrenheit451, a 
book he-as well as many other 
high schools and colleges around 
the country-said still has a 
remarkable amount of significance 
See Bradbury Page 7 
Berg discusses 
role, vision as 
ColumbiaVP 
0 Former Daley staffer adjusts to academic life 
By Mark W. ·Anderson 
Assodate Edtor 
Earlier this year, Columbia 
scored quite a coup in grabbing a -
high-profile candidate to fill its 
newly created position of vice 
president of campus environment: 
Alicia Berg, former commissioner 
of the city o( Chica_go's 
Department o f Planning and 
Development. 
A 14-year veteran of city gov-
ernment, Berg rose to the top of 
one of the most 
visible and influ-
ential depart-






tance for local 
businesses and 




doing more implementation of the 
2010 Plan. 
C: Can you expand a little bit 
on that part of your job? How 
does your position fit into the 
2010 Plan? 
AB: My whole job, really, is to 
make the campus section of the 
2010 Plan come alive. I think 
what's included in 2010. even 
though I wasn't here to develop it. 
makes tons of sense and provides a 
great framework for many of the 
things I've started working on. 
I think much of 
as part of a shake- Alicia Berg, vice president of 
up within the campus environment. 
Daley adminis-
it involves creat-
ing a distinct 
sense of place. I 
think some of 
that's external-
we need to 
improve our visi-
bility where the 
buildings meet 
the street, for 
example, because 
if pedestrians see 
a banner, or an 
awning, or some 
distinctive light-
ing or whatever it 
is. they feel like 
tration. She comes to Columbia at 
a time in which it faces both 
opportunity and challenge as it 
moves toward becoming the "best 
student-centered arts and' media 
college in the world," as defined in 
the "Columbia 2010 Plan," the 
school's strategic blueprint for 
growth and development. As one 
of its main goals, the plan recog-
nizes the need to "create a fully 
realized campus environment that 
is student centered, and focused on 
the arts and media," a charge that 
falls mainly on the new depart-
ment. 
Berg, 40, recently sat down with 
The Chronicle and offered some 
insight into her background and 
what she has planned for the 
future. 
The Chronicle: .Tell us a little 
bit about how you came to 
Columbi!l. Did the position (of 
vice president of campus- envi-
ronment) exist before you came 
or was it created for you? 
Alicia Berg: Actually, what 
happened was there was already a 
section in the 2010 Plan called 
''campus environment,'' but it was 
actually my suggestion during the 
interview process that we rename 
the vice president's position from 
"faci lities and operations" to 
"campus environment." So, as it 
turns out, I'm a child of the ''2010 
Plan." I thi nk that was why 
!College President Warrick L.] 
Carter and the folks on the selec-
tion committee were interested in 
me in the first place: because my 
skill set is more about planning 
and beautification and those kinds 
of things. The school also hired 
[As>uc iate Vice President of 
Fadlitu.:s and Operations] Mike 
Debish, whose background is 
more related to facilities. So we're 
a great team-Mike manages 
facilities and operations ,and I'm 
they know where they are. And 
when you walk in the doors of our 
school, you should instantly feel 
"this is cool, this is an arts school." 
And we i!on't have that now. 
Some of the ideas that are out 
there we're already working on. 
Space Heaters, for example, which 
is a new program that's a great 
example of trying to develop a 
campus that enriches learning and 
builds bonds to the college com-
munity. Space Heaters allows stu-
dents to take underuti lized areas. 
like vending areas and such, and 
tum them into kind of "living arts 
installations" based on the stu-
dents' own designs, while the 
school provides the paint and sup-
plies. That way, we look more like 
an arts school and let people have 
an opportunity to· test out their 
ideas. 
I'm also responsible for pur-
chasing property and space plan-
ning for the school. Right now. 
we're working on a comprehen-
sive database of how many square 
feet each department has and . 
where the departments are located 
in each of the buildings. 
C: Had you previously 
worked in an acadeinic environ-
ment? 
AB: I have a master's degree in 
urban and regional planning from 
the University of Wisconsin. and 
came to the city of Chicago direct-
ly from grad ·school. I've always 
been interested in planning. I was 
commissioner for three years. but 
you always kind of think about 
what you might do next. My moth-
er was a school teacher. and I' ve 
always been interested in educa-
tion, and I thought it would be 
interesting somehow to make the 
transition. So it's n perfect kind of 
situation for me. 
C: What was it about 
See Berg Page 6 
4 May 10, 2004 
Historic Printers' Row Neighbors Sixth Annual 
Living History Photo Contest & Exhibit 
June 4 rhrough July 3, 2004 
Chic3go Communiry B3nk, Dearborn Station, 47 West Polk 
H1stonc Pnnttn' Row Nr1ghbors UMh'S rntnrs 
to 11s st1'th mnu.ll JUn<·J rxh.bu.oO o( phorQgraphy. 
rmph.u1Z1ng th<' O<'!ghborhood's l.andm.arks, cuhurt, 
md r\-oluuon. 
Pri1es for Student Entries: Gr.u1d Pnu $500 
sd10l.irs.h•p: Fu"JI Pnzr S ISO schotarsh•p: Stcond 
Pnzc S75 scholarship. 
Prius for Adult • nd Senior Entries: Gr.nd 
Pnzc Sl50; Fu'SI Pnu S ISO: SaonJ Pnu S75. 
The rxhib!tlon Will fuiUrr pn.er-wmmng pho1os J~nd 
stlf'ct«f works of ~n.:ahsu. 
Subjec-t of photogr1phs: Photos should dluslr;acC" 
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South loop Congrrs.s 10 16th St .. 1hr Ouc.ago Rrvrr 
10 Ukr M1cht~.an ' 
Form1t: Photos shoulJ bt fim.shrJ pnnu, 
no brgrr thm 16 mchts by 20 •nchrs. rr;~dy for 
m.mmg .and fnmcng. Do ""'f,..mt yowr "'--rl 
ENTRY F 0 R M L'st• s.rpt~NitjOfm}"' r.ubm1ry 
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No mort th.m thrrr suhm!SJIOns prr ptrson. 
Entry Fees: E.lch rntry mwt br o~ccompanied by S 10 
ror studrnu, umors, .md HPRN rnrmlwrs: $20 for 
adult nonmembers. f.111ry jm '"'f'P"'1 ,,...Jn,, ubol.nlnpr. 
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11n tntry form and p11ymtnt. by 1:00 prn on May 
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Cluc.tgo. ThC" b.mk •s op<n 9-6 Mon-Fri: 9-l Sat. 
Notification: Wmnas w11l bt .umounctd 111 tht 
rxh1h1110n Op<'OIOg rtctpt•on on Fnday. Junt 4. 
Fmo~l&su will bt noc1fltd m advancr. 
For more Information, plt.lU' contact fVtnt ch;ur 
Ronn1t Jartu by phont at 31l-786- 113.l or 
rjaren~hotmail.com. 
In subnurung 1h1.s pho1o 10 the- HPRN Photo Contnt, I .;agrtr 
• Th1s photon my onginal wort. If copyrtghtrd. I am tht soft copy11ght owntr. 
·I havr rM nght to submtt this photo and hovt obtomtd any ntctuory ~rmissions. 
· I grant HPRN unllmlttd. ~xclusiv't usogt rtghu. incllfd,ng tht r~ght to publish. d1spfay, 
01 rtproduct tM photo in any printtd 01 tltctromc form 
• Pnnrs b«~ tht P'~ofHPRNond w•llnot ~ rttur~d. 
Entry fee enclosed: 0 Adult 520 0 Student at 
0 Senior or HPRN member S 10 I"'I'ntOI'"''fllJtO'I 
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Address: 
Coty, State, ZIP 
Day phone.( Evenong phone: ( 
Photo Title/Oescroptoon: 
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Get SUPER STAR 
Treatment! 
at College Park at State 
2 east 8th street 
Students! 
See what it feels like 
to live like a star! 
RATES START AT 
$ 650 per person! 
lege park at state 1 312.939.7000 
communities I www.collegeparkweb.com 
. 
lnd Decade of ServiCe 
For 1 o years, City Year Chi~ago 
has united 17 to i4 yew~ forfUil .. tJtM 
eo:mm.ntv s,Mce, leade1$hlp dcve~nt, 
and cMc engagement. 
Celebrate 26 Years 
of Hair Trigger! 
__,.-;-. . 2_(o EVERYBODY'Si+IN. VI·T. ED! 
· IAi ~ l Vl'a~ 
PUBLICATIO N PA RT Y. READING , AND RECEPTION 
HOK IN GALLERY. 7:00 P. M .. FR IDAY. MAY 14TH 
623 SOUT H WABAS H. Fl R ST FLOOR 
FEATURING READIN GS BY STUDE NT CONTRIBU TO RS 
FRE E ADMISSION & REFRESHME NTS 
SPO N SORED B Y TH E FICTION WAITING DEPARTMENT 
Columbia ~ 
COL L EGE CHICAGO 
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6 Campys News 
Officials: No 
shots fired at 
talent show 
0 Incident said to be not linked to Biggest Mouth 
Chris Coates & Lisa Balde . 
Eater-in-Chief & Managing Elitor 
Security guards mistakenly 
reported tliey heard gunshots 
April 22 when they called police 
to a fight outside one of 
Columbia's buildings. college 
officials told The Chronicle. 
Derrick Nelson, the college's 
director of security. said the 
reported gunshots were likely the 
sound of one student pushing 
another other against a parked car 
during a fight. · 
An investigation following the 
fight, which officials say is nei-
ther gang-related nor linked to a 
Columbia-sponsored event inside · 
the building. has not prompted 
changes in the college's security 
policy. 
More than nine Chicago Police 
officers responded to multiple 
calls of shots fired April 22 out-
side Columbia's Wabash Campus 
Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave .. as 
a college-sponsored hip-hop · 
show ca lled "the Biggest Mouth" 
was taking place inside. Those 
calls o riginated from the build-
ing's security station. according 
to police. 
Vice President of Student 
Affairs Mark Kelly said the fight 
" had no relationship to the 
'Biggest Mouth' or was it an out-
come (of the event)." Kelly said 
such an incident has not happened 
at a Columbia event in years. 
The fight started outside the 
Wabash Campus Building 
between two Columbia students 
around 9:30 p.m. as a talent show 
wa~ taking place inside the build-
Berg Cotllinuedfrom Page 3 
Columbia that you found 
attractive? 
AB: I like the ~pirit of 
Columbia. I love the arts focu~. I 
love the fact that the student body 
1~ MJ d1vcrse. and how many peo-
ple out there: I know profe~~ional­
ly whu u:ach here. It's very con-
IIC:(.1ed to the cny- 1 like that 
about n. It'• really a cultural asset, 
!ll<>-nol o nly to the Sr>uth Loop, 
but the whole CitY a' well. And I 
wanted to he invnfvc:U, 
C: A• you knt~w, <.:olumblu 
~ a number "' k\ut..; on 118 
campu• that need Immediate 
attt"ntlllrt--<Jider hulldlnW', 
mechanical pmhlem•, thlnW~ 
likt" that lluw dll Y"U vrlorltl~Al 
t!dwem what trutt"' ldmtlty 
and what need• 111 be nxed "''w'! 
AH: I ttomk rtwt ', ~ II r•art ,,f u~k 
111g I111W we c~n UCI1!e ~ ~ludcnt 
ce rnered place. Student~ Ji.l y ~ It~ 
ttf IUI!IIm, although (If CfllHRC, 
IUIIII"KI I(I>C~ '' ' rnany dtffcrcnt u~~ 
m the ~IKJtol. ~ut t •fie of the ftt~l 
artK.Ie• I re~d 111 'I be I ' hror~~clc 
Nben f l(l•l fw1r w•• afJt>tlf ti1C 
11ater t"'f"' m fhe """~ PfiJl tuum uf 
the- the~tter !1\uldlr•l! I f I lh '!lr•rt 
(•ampm Hwfdmg. '12 H I fit. 'it 1. 
wl'nch f )tm reef ;~ •wful. I lhillll if 
we ttatt by chMtl*lll* fl(lfflf trf 
ttwM thiNp we c111 1ffut~ the 
ing. The college would not pub-
licly identify the two students, 
confirming only that the students 
are male and that Dean of 
Students Sharof\ Wilson-Taylor is 
investigating the altercation. -
The college's most recent 
Student Code of Conduct said 
that students could face penal-
ties-as serious as expulsion-
.for""physical assauli and/or phys-
ical abuse of any member of 
Columbia College Chicago or its 
guests" pending a judicial review. 
.It is unclear whether the stu-
dents can be penalized under the 
terms of the code since the fight 
started outside of Columbia's 
building.· 
At no point did any of the col-
lege's security guards step in to 
break up the fight, witnesses said. 
The guards, hired by Chicago-
based SDI Security, Inc., have 
· jurisdiction only in and immedi-
ately outside Columbia's build-
ings. 
While the April 22 fight started 
just outside the Wabash Campus 
Building, it eventually moved 
down the street-into the juris-
diction of the Chicago Police 
Department. _ 
Although the investigation 
ended May I , Nelson said he 
would personally continue to 
explore the incident to make sure 
all of the possible angles are cov-
ered. Nelson said he interviewed 
security guards and witnesses at 
the scene. 
While he would not disclose 
the specifics of his findings. 
Nelson stopped short of placing 
blame on the college's security 
guards. 
duct tape on the carpet in the hall-
ways, and things like that- we 
can have a different sort of per-
ception when people walk in their 
~pace on campus. 
C: So then, so rar, It's been 11 
successful trun.~ltlon ror you. 
AB: We're all- you know. it's 
an exciting t1mc. I think- there's 
a lol of new energy. I know 
Prc81denl Caner iN pulling togclh-
cr a new team: we're really cxcit· 
w Muning to implcmcnl this new 
plan. Ill> I thmk tluN IS 11 great tune 
to be cwnmg 1n bccuuHC lherc'N ~~~ 
much mk:rcM and 8upport 10 .nnkc 
tnc!IC thln191 8tflrt rolling out. 
I' ll te ll ynu one of the IIIIlS! 
mcmorublc momcntH I've hud 
~u1cc I came here I WIIH riding 
the elevator 1111<.! u Nludent got 1111 
um.l I'm Mire ~he dlt.ln'l knuw who 
I wu.,_ If thdu't IIIUI!cr. It wus Ju~t 
1he two ol' u,.._ tllld ~he hud u 
J)VJ) o l "'•111eth111g Ill hc1 hnlllJ. 
tmd ~he wn~ tclllltg me " I love 
( ·,,lumlmtl ' f 1118 IJVIJ, I 111t1dc II 
111ysc:lf llccuu~c nf thl' ~dHHII." 
'lhe Wt1q ... c•tllcd, uud I hnvc '" 
left y!Ju, f111 me. thnt '~ whnt il'~ ull 
"'""'' 'f hut l>llll .,r the luti!Htuguor 
the •tlu••l . wilcoe w~ ~uy "we help 
tlllllentt to uuthw the culture nf 
their tlll'NI•"- 1 buy lntu thAt. 
Ubeeba HameediThe Chronicle 
Computers sit available ior students to vote with in the HUT May 6 .. SGA provided free food all 
week during lunchtime for students who used the HUT to vote for thetr senators. 
Elections Coniinuedirom Fron1 Page 
offshoot of the HUB in the base-
. ment of the 1104 Center. 1104 S. 
Wabash Ave. The HUT, which 
stands for Helping Unity 
Transpire, opened ~ay 3, the 
day SGA elections began. 
Students who voted at the 
HUT were given free food and 
giveaways, including candy and 
Frisbees. Last year, free food 
was also given away during elec-
tions. which many saw as a rea-
son for the record voter turnout 
of 8 percent. 
While SGA members working 
the HUT, such as SGA historian 
and senator-at-large incumbent 
Vanessa Torres. said that the free 
food certainly helped persuade 
students to vote, the main reason 
cited for the success was the tim-
ing of the elections . 
"Although the people at the 
HUT may disagree, the data 
we've seen says .yes, the HUT 
and the food we're handing o·ut 
during the day is he lping. but the 
majority of the votes were not 
just coming J rom there," 
Kulovsek said. 
Kulovsek also said the fact 
that students could vote from 
any Internet-connected comput-
er, as opJl9sed to actually having-
to vote in a campus building, 
also probably played a role in the 
voting speed. 
Neither Kulovsek nor Dare 
said any students had reported 
problems registering or found 
OASIS slowing · down. The 
results of online voting, 
Kulovsek said, were in stark 
contrast from what they had 
heard about computerized voting 
techniques. 
" Everything that we've ever 
heard about online elections, like 
how we have it on OASIS with-
out hiring a company like 
eBallot, are horror stories about 
possibility of failure." Kulovsek 
said. "We so far have not had 
one problem." 
Kulovsek said because of the 
· speed of the computer-assisted 
voting, students may expect to 
see next year's elections handled 
in a similar fashion. 
Baseball Cotllinuedfrom Fro111 Page 
After the game. Northwestern 
players were heard saying. "How 
did we let this happen?" but 
Schroeder said nobody let it hap-
pen; the Coyotes earned it. 
"We blew out every team," 
Schroeder said. 
Three Coyotes. Bruntyn, 
Schroeder and Brian Kovar. 
were named to the all-cnnferenl·e 
tea m. 
" I' m proud of those three ... 
they muke it fun," suid Coyotes 
couch Anthony Piccoli . 
Schroeder said thut the way 
the chumpionship gume ended 
wus fitting . Kovur. the tcum's 
• hortstop. turnetl u . double piny 
to sea l lhc deul. Kovur ~turtcd 
the teu rn fou r yenrs ugo und he 
hus pluycd thfllul!h n win less 
sca~on and n couple of othe r dis· 
muloncs. 
"It's unbclocvuhle. It '~ been u 
Nlrug~: le h1 just J;cl 111110 11uys uul 
there before. lJul thrs ycnr Wll 
hnd l!tctll t11mou1 ," Kuvnr suld. 
"All nr tlto~c bud youn roully 
1>uld off." 
Uruntyn , the lcllln ·~ rlrrH busc· 
mtw, Huld 1111 onll 11crsnn 
do8crvo~ hunon bccuu~o It took 
u tcum cfrnrt Ill win . 
On 1hc other hund, Kovnr suld 
11110 pcrHon doc~ doHcrvc lllll hnn· 
1118, l'lccolt WU" lltiiiiOd COII~ h uf 
tiro ycnr• hy tho WllJt' . 
" lie totull y dc8crvc" 11 . I know 
bechu"o I wu8 tho couch ror thrl\0 
year ~:· KuvAt ~u ld . " It ml11ht 
look easy. but it's not. Piccoli 
really makes everybody want to 
play." 
Bruntyn said that as special as 
the championship is to the play-
ers it's really Columbia that ben-
efits. 
"We're really not a sports 
school. but for us to bring home 
a championship ... it gives the 
school brugging rights.' ' Bruntyn 
sn id. 
Piccoli suid he pluns on pre-
senting un nfficinl game bull 
with teunl signuturc:s to 
Columbiu President Dr. Wurrick 
L. Curler on Muy II . Thc h:nm 
is scheduled 10 huvc u booth ut 
Munifcst. and Pk,·uli said he: 
wi ll nuctiun off u C'nyotcs hut nt 
thc end of the year fcst1val . 
Expcrlntluns arc hil!h fur ne'i 
ycur's husd,nll scusnn nt 
Columbia. Bruntyn said that a 
solid core of players is expected 
to return and that the team plans 
to build off of this year's suc· 
cess. 
Even though they probably 
won't have another "Meet Brad 
Bruntyn Day" there will most 
likely be some sort of publicity 
event for the team early next 
year to help with recruiting. 
Tryouts for the Columbia 
·Coyotes club baseball team will 
most likely be held in Janunry of 
2005. Anyone uffiliated with 
Columbin- students. st11ff t>r 
ulumni- is eligible ll' tryout. 
rl11ymt~ illtt>rt',\'llltl in fit~dins 
out more ubom thr Col11mbi<1 
Coyotrs is t!llt'otim.~rd b.\' 11111 
trum 111 l'lsit the lrum ~· wrb.~itf" 
Ill hU(I://t'o/umhiai>IISt'hll/1.111'1, 
Fill this space. 
Apply for o job a t tho ow rd·wlnnlng 
Columbia Chronicle ond you'll h vo n ch nee to write 
for ono or the beat atudent newap8pert In the atate. 
Get clips, aet experience, then &et paid. 
Apply In Tho Chrotllolo'a now ·room In Suitt ~ of 
th Wobo&h Cnmpus Building, 023 S. Wftbaah Ave. 
Or call ua at (31 2) So«·1432 Of vltlt 
WWN.ColumblaChronlclt.com 
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Barbie doll head-hunting at Columbia 
Chrooi:ie 
Brian Imhof, a sophomore photography major, shows off a pagan fertility goddess made of sev-
ered Barbie doll heads and pieces Qf nature that he created In his Mixed Media class May 6. 
Protests Continued from Front Page 
With no representation from 
the PLAL. pro-choice demon-
strators, with the exception of 
Lair. made up the entire protest. 
Some of the demonstrators ques-
tioned why PLAL balked on their 
scheduled demonstration. 
"! think it shows that they're 
no t quite as sure of their views as 
they say.'' said Alicia Rosenthal. 
· a JUnior film and video major at 
Columbia. "If I had their views, 
I'd be unsure of myself too." 
"What does it say about their 
message that they can't confront 
o ur message?" said Lila Trickle, 
a Junior marketing communica-
tions major at Columbia and an 
active member of On The 
Ground, a student activist group 
on campus that was instrumental 
on organizing the counter-protest. 
Eric Scheidler, the communi-
cations director for PLAL. said 
hts group "pulled a fast one" on 
Columbia students. · 
Scheidler said that PLAL did-
n't show up because it wanted to 
a void violent "pro-abortion" pro-
testers. The PLAL avoidance of 
Columbia may have been due to 
a recent demonstration the group 
staged on University of ll!inois at 
C hicago's campus April 7, where 
the group encountered some vio-
lence. 
According to reports from the 
PLAL website, the demonstration 
ended when members of PLAL 
were doused with black ink by 
counter-protesters at the event. 
''They were hostile. They were 
screaming and yelling. They 
were a violent vicious group of 
terrorists," Scheidler said. "We 
are not in the business of dealing 
with terrorists." 
But the pro-choice protesters at 
the Columbia demonstration said 
they were not bent on violence; 
they only wanted to counter the 
pro-life message. 
"A woman is worth more than 
just a clump of cells, and the cen-
tral issue here is liberating 
women," said Simone Alred, of 
the Revolutionary Communist 
Youth Brigade. 
"It is important to be here 
because in the last year there has 
been legislaiion eroding away at 
abortion laws," said Sarah 
Macaraeg, a student from UIC 
who was at the protest. "Who 
has the right to tell anyone what 
to do with their bodies? If you 
are against abortion, don't have 
one." 
The PLAL national director, 
Joe Scheidler, recently won an 
appeal in the Supreme Court, 
which overtumC!I a racketeering 
Bradbury Contituledfrom Page 3 
and relevance. 
"It's certainly considered his 
greatest masterpiece by Bradbury 
schol:lrS. including myself. and I 
sui! think 1t's a profound reOccoon 
of the social climate we're on.'' 
Weller said. "What's incredible 
about it is he wrote it 50 years ago 
and it's stiD a aysml-dear mirror 
for our government. censcnh1p. 
totalitarian rule 4lld freedom of 
spcedt .... It's outslanding." 
Because of !hal relevance. e'-en 
widt the end of lbe scmc:stcr near-
ing. Weller said he is eying the 
opportunity for another class con-
ference call with Bradbury. In a per-
fect world. Weller would rather 
have the call opened to the public-
but because of lim1ted presentation 
sp3CCS at Columbia, the next virtual 
meeting 'With the author wiU still be 
a class affair. 
'1'he absurdity is v.-e 're at the 
largest arts and communications 
college in Amc:rica. but we don't 
have a large enough facility to do a 
public conference call," Weller 
said .... u pnuse the school. and the 
library lcidcs ass ... but it would be 
conviction. National 
Organization for Women Inc. vs. 
Scheidler has been working its 
way through America 's court sys-
tem s ince 1986. 
There were about 40 people at 
the protest o utside the 
Alexandroff Campus Building. 
The crowd included student 
activists, curious passers-by and 
the Radical Cheerleaders, who 
added some colorful pro-choice 
cheers to the demonstration. 
Columbia was to be one of the 
first stops on the PLAL Face the 
Truth Tour scheduled for May 5. 
The tour was slated to move 
north on Wabash Avenue to 
Roosevelt University. An qfficial 
from Roosevelt said she was 
unsure if PLAL showed up. but 
there were some protesters. 
Scheidler said he could not 
reveal future destinations for the 
Face the Truth Tour. 
Lair said he would try to make 
his way to Roosevelt in case the 
PLAL group showed up there. 
Liar said the trip was worth it 
regardless of the protest. 
" At least it's a sunny day on 
Chicago. and that's just OK," 
Lair said, from his quiet position 
on the fringe of the impromptu 
pro-choice demonstration. 
nice if the school had a facility that 
could bring in a larger crowd to 
hear Ray speak." 
Still. Weller said he'd be happy to 
bnng the class back to the library 
for another conference call. as 
would the hbrary be happy 10 hosl1t 
"Stnce we are one of the few 
places to do confo-cnce calls at 
Columbta. we're always happy to 
offer chances for students and use 
the library not just for piclc.ing up 
books." satd Roland Hansen. head 
of access scrvtce at the library. 
Campus News 7 
Study: Graduation 
now taking longer 
0 15 percent of freshmen graduated on time in 1996 
ev NyQyf Wooc!s 
Slai!Wnter 
A new study shows an increas-
ing number of college students 
are taking. five, six o r seven years 
to get their bachelor 's degree. 
Columbia alumnus David 
Whitcomb is one of them. 
He started college at the 
University of Florida in 1991 
after graduating from high 
school. Whitcomb went to school 
for three years switching majors. 
Eventually. Whitcomb dropped 
out: He had no idea of what he 
really wanted to do, and he was 
ti.red of wasting money. 
" I felt obligated to enroll in col-
lege immediately after graduating 
high school," Whitcomb told The 
Chronicle. "But I should have 
waited until l was sure what 
direction I wanted to go in." 
Whitcomb moved to Chicago, 
got a job and then he heard about 
Columbia. In 2000, nine years 
after he s tarted college. 
Whitcomb graduated .with a 
degree in audio arts and 
acoustics. 
Whitcomb isn't alone. 
Accordi ng to a recent study 
published by the Higher 
Education Research Institute, 
36.4 percent of college students 
complete their bachelor's degrees 
within four years. The number is 
down from 40 percent 10 years 
ago. 
The Degree Attainment Rates 
at Colleges a nd Univers ities 
complete college. acco rdmg t<> 
the HER I. 
Kelly said several factor:, con-
tribute to th1s trend. 
First. 1f students go away to 
school. they generally do n ' t 
spend all four years at that 
school. Kelly ;,a1d. 
" It's very co mmon for ;,tudenh 
... to attend ulttmately three. four 
or fi ve institutions before they 
graduate from one: · Kelly >:tid. 
Another factor that contnbute;, 
~o extended graduation rates ts 
Columbia's penchant for attntct-
ing nontraditional students. 
And students without econom-
ic means and a po<)r education 
have a mor'e difficult ttme com-
plettng four years at a college or 
universi ty, Kelly said. 
"There's more movement of 
students going from one college 
to another," Kelly said. "And 
that's not just community college 
to fo ur-year colleges. We sec 
2,000 transfer students a year." 
Theater major Maege n 
Gwalt~y is a nontraditio nal stu-
dent . She is over the age of 25 
and she didn't start college right 
after high school. Gwaltey said 
she anticipates that she will grad-
uate in four and a half to five 
years. 
"When I started, I wasn't sure 
of which maj or I wa nted ." 
Gwaltey said. "So I took a lot o f 
different classes and skimped on 
the general education classes." 
When ;,he finally decided to 
Columbia Graduation Rates 
(1996 enrollment) 
30% ................. , ........ : ................. ... .. 
24% .. .................... . 
15% --· 
4 Years 
reported students who enter col-
lege are taking longer to gradu-
ate. The study surveyed 56,818 
students at 262 four-year colleges 
and universities. 
However, for Columbia, that is 
no t a new trend. Columbia stu-
dents have traditionally taken 
longer than four years to get a 
degree. said Mark Kelly, vice 
president of Student Affatrs. 
Fifteen percent of students who 
entered Columbta as freshmen m 
1996 graduated four years later. 
according to data fro m the Office 
o f Planning and !n~tuuttonal 
Research . The percentage o f 
graduates from that same class 
increased in the fifth year to 24 
percent. Sixth year graduates saw 
a 27 percent graduatton rate. 
And 48 percent of transfer s tu-
dents who entered Columbia in 
1996 graduated after SIX years. 
Columbia's graduation rates 
are in line with the national aver-
age for students who take longer 
than four years to graduate. 
The degree complet1on rate 
JUmps by nearly two-th1rds, rf 
students are allo"'ed SIX years to 
5 Years 6 Years 
Ryan DugganfThe Chronicle 
attend school. she tho ught u 
wo uld take o nly fours year;,. 
However. as lf freshman, she wa\ 
warned that realistically, 1t mtght 
take five years. she said . 
"It's not lt ke 1t used to be when 
people go away to college," 
Gwaltey sard . "People have to go 
to work. In this particular school. 
you're dealtng w1th people who 
not only work and go to school. 
but they then have art shows or 
art proJects o r whatever. So 
you're JUggling three balls. So I 
g uess four years is not realtst1c." 
Kelly agreed. 
"There are many more non tra-
dltronal students m college. lit 
Columbra there are a good num-
ber of those .. 18-year-old~ grad-
uatmg from h1gh school goong 
full time But 1n htgher educatiOn. 
there are many many student\ 
who are workmg full time. the) 
have a famtly. and they are taking 
a course here and there. And by 
necessity, any thought of a four-
year plan rs out the wtndow 
Somettmes there rs a lifettme 
plan." 
8 May 10, 2004 
Your registration time slot for the Fall semester can be obtained by going to the Register for 
Classes Screen on OASIS (under CX-Enrollment). Follow the instructions to see what your 
registration time will be. Time slots are based on the. number of'cumulative credit hours you have 
earned. An e-mail with your Fall registration time slot, and other registration information, will also be sent. 
Your OASIS e-mail login format is as follows: 
Firstname.Lastname 
Example: Joseph.Smith would be your full e-mail login 
Your e-mail password is the same as your original default OASIS password (until YOU 
change it). Remember, changing your password in OASIS does NOT change your e-mail 
password, and vice versa. If you have problems logging into your e-mail account, please 
contact the Student OASIS Help Line at 312-344-7788. 
:9o].tl~qi!)i~9n(te7gra~.;~ii~ej[~~!rid,~i;::~,ih;,;1t¥+,:.~::::~,,-~,., M~n., May 3 :w~~i, M~y· 12 
Continuing Students, degree-seeking, (who have not previously registered) Wed., Sept. 15 - Fri., Sept. 17 
'~' '"'!>~' !;;.. ·"'<-: "'~Y.:'if·X·: <~~- X~»~;-_·«··' : · :•· ._ . " . :c_· • ·-' .,. ' ' '-''P.:S' ' ·Ope'lR~egistrct~2lli (~l!~~~~cls,l[l~u~l~g d~ree·se_!king & s~dents at large) Mon., Se_pt:_ 20 - Fri., Sept. 24 
Late Registration, (all students including degree·seeking & students at large) Mon., Sept. 27 - Sat., Oct. 2 
Orientation for new freshman and transfer students will be in July/ August. 
Students who owe an unpaid balance cannot participate in registration. Check your OASIS course and 
fee statement for your current balance .. Please contact the Student Financial Services Office at 
312-344-7140 or e-mail sfs@colum.edu to resolve any unpaid balance. 
Meet with your faculty advisor for an advising clearance in advance 
. of the registration dates. Contact your major department for 
specific information. 
oo§fs 
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0 Committees could cut FOCA, Senior Seminar 
By Andrew Greiner 
Ne•~ Ed.1or 
Columbia students arc not saris-
tied with the safety and security 
around Columbia's campus. 
according 10 a 2002 student survey 
com pi led by the Office of Planning 
and Institutional Research, which 
was made public May 7. 
Elizabeth Silk. director of 
Institutional Planning and Research 
at Columbia. presented a summary 
repon of the survey titled "Student 
Satisfaction Inventory" at the 
College Council's May 7 meeting. 
"Students rate security very high 
as a concern and are not satisfied 
with their sense of safety," Silk 
said. "We cannot overlook this." 
Campus safety was recently 
called into question after an April 
22 fight outside Columbia's 
Wabash Campus Building. 623 S. 
Wabash Ave. 
Columbia is not meeting student 
e'pectations in the areas of recruit-
ment. financial aid and registration 
effectiveness. according to the 
report. 
Students rated campus life and 
student centeredness categories as 
meeting expectations. 
"Just imagine what our scores 
could be when it comes to student 
centeredness and campus life when 
we have a student center," said 
Student Government Association 
President Justin Kulovsek. refer-
nng to the delayed construction of a 
student center at 754 S. Wabash 
Ave.. currently the location of 
Buddy Guy's Legends. 
Kulovsek told the council that 
the SGA would continue to press 
for a student center on Columbia's 
campu.\. 
In other council news, the 
College Counc1l d1scusscd. at great 
lengths. a proposal by the 
Academ1c A ffa1rs Comm lltee to 
amend the school's general educa-
ti<Jfl core reqUirement!.. 
The proposal a1ms to change the 
name of the genera l education 
reqUirement, If> Liberal Ans and 
Sclen(;e core. a.' well a, change the 
number of ..emester h<>Ur\ dedicat-
ed to liberal education. Based on 
the recommendations of the com-
mittee. a bachelor of ans degree 
would require 42 hours in liberal 
education and a bachelor of fine 
ans degree would require 36 hours. 
Both of these degrees currently 
require 48 core hours of liberal edu-
cation. The committee also recom-
mended that students take at least 
three hours in global awareness and 
three in American pluralism courses. 
The committees recommenda-
tion includes cutting at least two 
course requirements: Fundamentals 
of Computer Applications and 
Senior Seminar. 
Officials said that the FOCA 
class is impractical because some 
students are proficient in computers 
while others aren't. The committee 
recommended placement exams 
for incoming freshmen that would 
help determine the students· need 
for computing classes. FOCA 
would be supplemented by a series 
of one credit hour computing 
courses. 
The council will vote on the pro-
posed changes at the next College 
Council meeting. scheduled for 
June 11. 
Gary Johnson, a faculty member 
in the Fiction Writing Department 
and council member, set fonh a 
motion aimed at capitalizing on 
college President Warrick L. 
Caner's zero tuition increase 
announcement. 
Johnson said that the college did 
not take full advantage of the pub-
lic relations opponunities associat-
ed with such an announcement. He 
said that it "should have been in 
The New York limes." The council 
unanimously agreed to take up the 
issue at the June meeting. 
Additionally. Mark Kelly. vice 
president nf Student Affairs. 
announced that there are 36 beds 
still available through student hous· 
mg for the coming academic year. 
Although the dorms are fil ling up 
Kelly sa.d that enrollment is stag· 
nant. According to Kelly there arc 
the same number uf student appli-
catiOns this year a~ there were last 
year. 
eheekuaout 
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· AMn· ~~ 'l.~tt to ~ight Jim Cunnea, coordinator of. the Pof~ysti~ Kidney -Di~ase · 
Austin, a senior public relations majt>r; Alvie Shepherd, a junior sports marketing 
Kobusch. a junior ma_rketir)g major; andNicole Tower, a senior fashion management major, take 
part .in the'PKD Foundation's 'Great T~snirt Exctiange' in the Spirit of Music Garden,a~.the cor-
ner of Michigan Avenue and Harrison Street The foundation asked people to droP.< off old. T-
shirtS in exchange for a $5 PKD Foundation shirt. · '. ·, 
Guten tag, ·Hamburg 
0 Photo museum's exhibit celebrates lOth anniversary of Sister City program 
Btrnade!!e Blcek 
Staft Wnler 
Students hungry for a little taste 
of Germany will be able to get it at 
the Museum of Contemporary 
Photography. Although there isn't 
any sauerkraut or bratwursts. five 
German artists are bringing a bit of 
German navor to Columbia. 
"Utopia's Backyard," the con-
temporary works of five German 
anists. will be introduced through 
the museum. in combination with 
the celebration of the lOth anniver· 
sary of the Hamburg-Chic.,go 
Sister Cities program. 
Sister Cities is a public-priv;~te 
partnership with the city of Chicago 
that operutes with the Depanment 
of Cultural Affairs. Its main gt~tl . 
snid Murin Mondragon. wmmuni· 
cations director for the Chkugo 
Sister Cit1es lnternutionul Progrurn. 
IS person-to-person contact thut 
promotes mutuul understanding 
through culturul exchunge.,, cdtH:u-
tional exchnnl!eS, medical 
cxchungcs. sociul servi~c nnd eco-
nomic development . 
"We promote un intcrnntionnl 
nmKL<et In ( lticugu," Mt"tdrngun snkl. 
The c1ty of t'hicnl!o hns 23 sister 
citleN. cuch or which hnvc its own 
committee of volunteers here in 
( 'hk ngu thut I!Cncrntc nnd mise 
funds fur tholr projects. Mundrugnn 
~uld. 
"Tho llnmburg ~untmlttcc is 
wurkJtlg on ull of these events with 
tho city of llnmbur11," Mnnclrugt1n 
~nh.l. "I 'Utnpln'R Uuckyurd'll• juRt 
one or R series of cvcntR J!Uilll! on 
throughout the city 011111 Mtly 1t1 
Octnbct." 
Tilt! llrii~IA, Peter llllntbti11YC. 
llr ntc tlui!OChow. l'lltcr l'lllcr nnd 
Jenunc Pllu~t with Jotti l',che n1 nil 
from llumhurl!. tlcunony mt\1 llil'lr 
tollllli iiiJUtnrv wtn·k will I'O til~ 
pl11yed Ol lhC tl1USCllllt. 
Each artist brings something 
completely different to the table. 
Natasha Egan. associate director of 
the museum said. 
Eagan said two of the four bodies 
of work deal with Hamburg. 
"It's not about Hamburg per se. 
but I tried to create a piece that dealt 
with a cohesive idea about a place," 
Egan said. 
Dombrowe creates art out of odd 
findings in and around the city of 
Hamburg. Dombrowe's colored 
photographs capture household 
junk. dislocated buildings. facades 
and objects. unintentionally placed 
in :1 way thnt creates artistic compo-
sitions. Egan wrote in an e-mail 
dcsniption. 
Gutschow generates digitnl lund-
scnpc composites from vurinus 
components round in her un.·hives 
or trees. fields. knolls. douds. peo-
ple nnd shndows. 
"She creates these unbelievubly 
beuutirul lnndscupe.-. sun nf like n 
utopin. but they nrc completely tk -
titinus, but they don't look tt," E~t:tn 
snid. "They're scnmlcss. so they 
ltKlk like bcuutit\1l I ()tit nr 17th ccn· 
tury pustornl pnintings." 
Piller pn1duccs his pic.:cs with n 
cullet:tlon nf ph~ltl'l!rnphs he 
ncquircd frmn u ~lli11Jitllly In 
Gcrmnny tlmt llll It 111ger ex 1s1s. '11tc 
ctmtl)luty tllllk ncrinl IJhntlll!fnphs 
uf htuncs thrnu@hnut Clcnnnny nnd 
then suiJ them tt' homet.Jwucl'!<. 
riycsnres wnultl tll'lcu be reU\<1\'et.l 
fnnn the phutlll!ruphs. hlll l'lllcr 
clton~cs 111 \llsplny cudt pklutll in 
Its nrll!htnl shttc. II~ 1\tl'llnl!cS his 
Wtllk In ~111'11 cntcj!llfic~ M "huu~Cl! 
IICX t lll l!t'UVOYIII\ Is" <If "hous~s With 
NhntlcN d<J~ctl." Hi!nll wnHI' In"" c· 
tnnll tlc~n11Hit111 
Fnu8t nnd Zchc, ~~ ltet.l . ""' '' 
l'rlvntc S•ul' lllt~." n Hl mltnttc nlm 
lltnt ll~l'S l't'Jil' IIII VI' htlllj!l'~ Ill 
t.ll'II\I IIISit tll \' th\• 111111\llltii\V 11f CY\'1 V 
d11y life in n lttll\~h\11 tll'\teluplll\\tit 
in the outlying Hamburg district of 
Neu-AIIcrrnohe. accordin'g to the 
website. 
Egan was approached by the city 
of Hamburg. along with the Goethe 
Institute. a German cultural center. 
and asked if the museum was inter-
esting in participating in the lOth 
anniversary celebration. 
Egan said she agreed under one 
condition. that she would be able to 
exclusively choose the artists 
involved. 
She was nown to Hamburg and 
was able to select the artists that she 
felt best represented what the 
Museum of Contemporary 
Photography stood for. 
"Before going over there I con-
tacted luts of artists :tnd had them 
send work," Egan said. "Then Olll'e 
I Willi there I met with 15 or 20 
unists in studio visits. And l'rom 
thnl I pi~ked the four pmjccts tlmt 
nrc in the show. two of the artists 
work tugethcr 11s n te:mt." 
Egun s:tid this ellhibitinn wtlUid 
be u great 1>t1C fllr students to sec 
becnusc it is no t 11\Jmcthin@ th~t is 
usuully seen in Chit·~~g••· SttKknlll 
:u'C c'pt>scd ltl fiun~lt!lm ,-.ltltempo-
rnry nrt. 
"i\11 the prnll•lltlntPhs wa'<l tul<en 
in liuntpc-"litHIII sni I. "It 's l)rellt to 
be in l'hk~1 ""'' bc ,,Nc 11.1 be 
Cltf'•\•et.l to wml< thnt )''II would 
never tlVcr tl\'1 n ,·hnlll.~ t\1 •'t.~ In 
rcnlit •" 
.. U/fttlitt ':t H,h't-wml" n~ll N Itt 
tltl' mtt~'tttttt /hlltl Mm• II Mt\llt,_.,. 
)ttl\> ~. f'hl' ttiiMt>llltt /ot~tMI 111 ~ 
/~llllt<ln!(/' (I""' liM (ffltl'~ Nll • 
Mll'h~t~m ~,..,., ~.~· L'f'WI ~~~At,\lt 
jh>lll Ill 11.111. "' s ,..Ill. II~M ~ 
f'll'tl'fitlll uj' TlherStilll' \• llt'lti'S 
" "'""' 111" m u,~~~. "' .~ 111. .....t 
,'i.111tl\f.IIW {hiltl /lflflll ltllhl .~ I'*' 
,,,, tllhltt,\\~111 u /IW. 1'\~t ~ 
Olf(lflltfllltlll, t\tll .fl ~-M,I \ . t4 M 
1'/.ttf ""''11\ltlf~l~. 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St. 
Concert Hall Events 
Mon. May 10 
Jazz Guitar Ensemble 
Concert 12:30 PM 
Dan Saura Senior Jazz . 
Recital 7:00 PM 
Tues. May 11 
· David Hayes Senior Recital 
6:00PM 
Wed. May12 
Classical Guitar Ensemble 
Concert 12:30 PM 
Pop Arranging Concert 
. 7:00PM 
Thurs. May 13 
Singing On-Stage Concert 12:30 PM 
Taylor Fiorelli Senior Recital 6:00 PM 
Fri. May 14 
Renee Serritella Senior Guitar Recital 
7:00PM 
All events are free. For more info: 312/344-6300 
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SEE THE OFFICE OF STUDENT LEADERSHIP FOR 
MORE DETAILS. 1104 S. WABASH, SUITE 1 00 
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FORT WORTH': Texas-Dressed 
in the fragram rags he had worn for 
days. Jeff Ferrell pedaled through the 
Mistletoe Heights neighborhood of 
Fort Worth. Texas. on a bicycle he 
had rescued from a Dumpster. 
He met an elderly couple rummag-
ing through some 'trash along the 
curb. 
Scroungers have their own rules of 
etiquene. Those who stake their claim 
to a garbage pile don't object if other 
urban prospectors wam to join them, 
but they expect to be asked, and the 
pleasam fellow on the bike politely 
obliged: "Mind if I take a look?" 
h was late, and the husband wamed 
to leave or risk missing free soup at a 
local shelter. 
But. his wife was searching for the 
mate to a red shoe and wasn't ready 
10 stop shopping. 
Leaning down, she picked up a 
NATIONAL NEWS 
sweater. and in a grandmotherly fash- '-----,.----~ ..... .......,_ 
ion held rt to Ferrell's chest, eye 
measuring the length and shoulders. 
"I think this would tit you," she said. 
He can still see her upturned face 
and sweet smile. 
Rodger Mallison Lazarus/Fort Worth Stat-Telegram 
Texas Christian University professor Jeff Ferrell spent eight months scrounging trash and dumpster diving for treasures. He 
furnished his home with his findings, and has an inventory of household items sorted in his garage. Even his dog, Skipper, 
(below), was abandoned-Farrell adopted him from the pound. 
If world weary, if embinered, if 
beaten down by life. she didn't show it. 
Ferrell never will forget the old lady's selfless gesture 
and the perseverance of the community of homeless 
strangers and working poor that he met during an eight-
month tour of the streets in 2002. 
"In the midst of all their needs. people 
were always asking what I could use," he 
said. "Or they were pulling things aside 
for me. What I found were decem peo-
ple clang out a livmg, surviving." 
brass, copper, die-<:ast zinc-by the pound. 
Riding his bike, Ferrell found coins on the streets. He 
tramped through the weedy fringes of municipal and 
country club golf courses and sold the balls he found for 
17 cents apiece. He compared ball harvesting to being 
paid for hunting Easter eggs. 
He found men's suits, good suits, and developed 
the Theory of the Exiled Boyfriend: 
Perhaps in a jealous rage, or 
at the end of her 
electrical appliance. The words on an old refrigerator = 
read, "Yo trabajo bien"-"! work well" in Spanish. . ~ 
A sign on a lawnmower: ''Take me." Ferrell gave the 
cord a tug. The engine coughed then roared to life. 
"I took its advice," he said, and carted the mower 
home. 
He befriended unforgenable people, characten he 
would not have met if he hadn't stepped outside what he 
describes as the insulated life of academia. 
He met a man who picked up recyclable cans from his 
wheelchair. The collector offered this advice: In the 
spring. watch out for honeybees. Bees, he said, like the Ferrell. 49. isn 't homeless. He lives 
in Arlington Herghts, Texas. near 
downtown Fort Worth. But he has 
long been intrigued by those on the 
margm~ of socrety. While rn 
Colorado dunng the early 1990s, 
•
.. ·~~~~~~~c:orn syrup in sodas. He crossed paths several times 
with a man on the north side of 
__ ..._.,.......__ downtown who customized his 
he ~pent mgh~ among those who 
express themselve~ through graf-
fiti. 
Ferrell and his wrfe, Karen, 
returned to his natrve Fort 
Worth in 2001. He had 
resrgned his tenured profes-
sor~hip at Northern Arizona 
Umversuy in AagMaffafter 
a di~greement about the 
term~ of his sabbatical. 
lie\ now an aa1>ocrate 
prufe\sor of mmmal JUMrce at 
Tex31> Chnlllian Uni versity in Port Worth. 
Whrle unemployed dunng the first eight months of 
2002, 1-crrell explored America'• consumer society from 
the perspective of thoM: who have linle or nothing. How man's signifi-
d" rhe , treet people. the homeless, the poor, survive and cant other hod theatrical-
meet their basrc need~ in the world's wealthiest nation'/ ly ended the relationship by tossing 
fie •pem afternoons in drfferent area~~ of Fort Worth, hi1 wardrobe-coats, punts, shirts, ties. shoes 
rl(.h and pttor, IIJokma~ through refwu: at time• swying and all. 
" ne bh J<.k ahc<od of I he rumbling garbage trucks. l'errell uncovered baby clothes still on hnngers. and 
l·errell lrned up canned grxxJs on the nms of gi fts that never had been opened. lie found old portrnits, 
IJumpllter~. an mvrwtron 1o the hungry. I le carried other photo ulbum1, dlplomuN, professional nw11rds 11nd 
~avenged f'txxJ lu shellers arxJ food banks. pluquer~-remnunts or rurgoncn lives. 
I fe wnrted tu dt&C(rver how well he could live if he lie once curried home un unopened boule uf Vermont 
rcduud hi' need~ lie smn reali1.ed he didn' t require muple ayrup. lie und his wire poured It over pnncukes. 
rrt(J(.h c~dt ' 'lle<:auM: the tlunp y(Ju u11e cuh for, I waa "Scroun11in11 hus alwuy1 been Jcff'l pnsslon," Koren 
frndmg." l'errcll auld. " I lo juat stepped up tho pruc.:css. I Will 8UJ>· 
lie rarely wcnr "'"' 11 l t(Jrc Il l~ wife cut his hnlr. Sire ponlve. lie needed 11 ycnr ol'f l'rum Kchoul. There were 
rmrtl htll~ ~rid biJUjlttt fotxl wttlr lire \\1.50 un hour she limes Ire cumc home with th lniiM nnd I'd roll my eyes." 
earned iiA a rml ltrroe g~rx:ery ~litre clt«ker. She lnu11hed, und uddcd, "I didn 't soc the lntrlnKk 
lie v .r.lrriJtlled, " " Mvcragc, ahoul ~0 M week from va lue or everythln11 ho bNIUIIhl thruu11h the door." 
bicycle, welding on baskets and 
trays so he could carry more finds . . 
Ferrell still scrounges. part time. A 
recent visit to a bin near a remodeling 
job yielded glass lampshades, old 
doorplates, a locking gasoline cap with 
the key in it, a world atlas and The 
Complete Pla~s and Poems of William 
Shalcespen~. The book's blue cloth cover 
had been nibbled almost bare by mice. 
Cruising in his old pickup. Ferrell spot-
ted u solid wooden door lying near the 
street. He couldn' t help himself. He threw 
the truck into reverse, got out and removed 
the antique doorknob using his Swiss Anny 
knife. 
During his daily scrounging some people 
gave him suspicious looks. A few threalened to 
cull police. One homeowner who spoiled Ferrell 
going through trnsh in front of his house came 
striding out of the gnruge currying n .22-culiber 
rlt1c. 
"How you doln11T Ferrell culled out nervously. 
"Just fine," came tho reply. The man had been clean· 
ln11 out his llRfiii!C und was tuklngthc 11l'llllm1 Inside the 
house. 
"Most people wcru 11ruclous nnd, In fnct. seemed to 
feel 11 kind of morn I oblisntion to help othors ~ whM 
they nu lon11cr needed. Muny times people found me In 
their tru8h piles 11nd suld, 'llold on, l'vt~IIQI more stutl'.' 
Or 'Did yuu ~oc thl\~o ~hoc:s under thure'l'" he I!Aid. 
.. l'hoy uhnust unllcrstuud thnttho curb wn~ like a "''" 
kotplnco '" •llstrlhutlun point betw« n their llvt~· and 




tlcrn• Ire V•lfrx.led Mrld 1W1ld at y~trd Allies 1111d IO Mil Tire f'cttells i!IIVO diiCIIrdcd boddfrt111111d lOWell to 1111 
~nllljt ll; mltll , arul II)' peddling ~rupmetal ulurnhrum, unlnrnl sheller. Jeff 11etroll cnmo ncrun every kind ol' S11 'trtllh Page 13 
IJahy, loth"' , ,ill on hangers, gill> never o1x:n ·d; old portrniLS, p~~~fn/es 
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Finals don't have to lead to bum-outs 
0 End of the year tests add another layer .of stress for college students 
Aaron Showalter/University Daily Kansan (U. Kansas) 
For college students, cor]cerns about finding a job, graduating from school and finishing finals 
can cause major stress. But there's a way to reduce worries: Study up early and get rest. 
By Jesse Daily 
Alizona Daily WdOCal (U. Alizona) 
(U-WIRE) TUCSON, Ariz.-
As the school year comes to a 
. close- and finals week begins, 
University of Arizona Campus 
Health officials say it's important 
grain cereal or other breakfast 
foods with an adequate amount of 
amino acids. 
Students should stay away from 
junk food and sweets, including 
sweet sodas. Instead, fill up on 
fruits and vegetables and lots of 
water. 
for students to do their no.- -- -, ''Even as water starts to 
best not to get bumt-out. • get boring, try to find 
They recommended ways to flavor it. But stay 
that students start study- • hydrated," he said. 
ing for finals now to keep • --·· "Water is the gasoline we 
the workload from get- • STllll£liT 'un run on." 
ting too great, said Mike ~ Strangstalien said stu-
Strangstalien, a mental dents should avoid stay-
health clinician with Counseling ing up all night. He recommends 
and Psychological Services in getting seven to eight hours of 
Campus Health Service. 
"It is important that students 
visualize being successful,'' he 
said. 
He also said that the last thing 
students should do is go out and 
party when they should be focus-
ing on schoolwork. 
"We make the mistake of com-
ing to college and partying down, 
but this is a full-time job," he said. 
Jamie Calland, an elementary 
education junior, said she keeps 
herself from getting too stressed 
by pacing herself and taking 
breaks when necessary. 
"I don't stress too much about 
it," she said. "If I feel like I'm 
burnt-out, I take a break." 
For those students who are just 
getting started, he recommends 
organizing and prioritizing their 
time. 
• Row do I beat stress? 
"Make a list to see what you 
have to do so it is not so _over-
whelming," Strangstalien said. 
Sarah Osment, a language sen-
ior, said pacing herself is what 
keeps her from becoming too 
overwhelmed at test time. 
. "Live in the moment," she said. 
"If you have a lot of papers to do, 
don' t worry about it all at once. 
Take them one at a time." 
Strangstalien recommends 
A~cording to the Harva~d 
Medical Schoo( work, -
money and family are some 
of the most common stres-
sors. 
While everyone deals with 
stress different! y, the best 
way to tell you're str~ssed or 
burnt-out is a difficulty con-
centrating, a loss of s leep, 
tense muscles, fatigue and 
irritability. 
To reduce anxiety: 
• Identify what stresses 
:yo4 ouCfpen, take deep 
breatl:is and visuallze yqur 
stress melting away 
• Write about yottr stress 
or talk to someone about your 
worries . 
• Manage yo~r time and 
try to ea.t healthy 
• Exercise and ·try to 
socialize as much as possible 
National News 13 
1J:oash Continued from Page 12 
A professor who earned a doc-
torate in sociology at the 
University of Texas at Austin, 
Ferrell saw the interplay as 
encouraging. 
"We think of the world as being 
increasingly mean-spirited and 
competitive, but here were home-
owners and small-business own-
ers and homeless folks and the 
poor cooperating in a way to 
redistribute useful materials." 
Ferrell said he began to feel "a 
weird moral obligation" to travel 
somewhere in the city every day 
and rescue a reusable object 
before it was lost forever, bull-
dozed into a landfill graveyard. 
"If I didn't, that was just one 
more antique photo or good pair 
of jeans gone forever," he said. "I 
felt that it ~as almost my duty to 
save that stuff. 
"Once you see the waste, 
you're overwhelmed by the mag-
nitude of the problem and what to 
do about it." 
His research was enlightening, 
educationaL 
He learned that the wealth of 
goods and materials thrown away 
indicate that people are consum-
ing at a phe~omenal rate. 
He learned to his surprise that 
many of those he met on the . 
streets had already put in a full 
day's work at minimum wage. 
Some, sti ll wearing their uni-
forms, appeared in the afternoons 
looking for secondhand clothing 
for their children or searching for 
lumber to rebuild a shed. 
Ferrell grew to enjoy the free-
dom of unemployment and the 
discipline required to live off 
whatever he could find or trade or 
sell. Reluctantly. he gave up the 
project after Southern Methodist 
University offered him a teaching 
job. One day he was Dumpster-
diving, the next day he was fresh-
ly scrubbed on the campus of the 
university near Dallas ' tony 
Highland Park. 
Last fall, Ferrell joined the 
Department o f Sociology, 
Criminal Justice and 
Anthropology at TCU. He is writ-
ing a book about his experiences 
on the streets. 
Last year, he attended the 
American Society of 
Criminology conference in 
Denver to present his research 
findings. He stood before his 
esteemed colleagues wearing a 
smile, his brother's shoes and a 
muted gray plaid worsted wool 
Henry Grethel suit. 
Which he had found. 
Rolled up in a plastic garbage 
bag. 
Near Camp Bowie Boulevard 
in Fort Worth. 
avoiding alcohol or caffeine. 
'They are easy to use but can be 
counterproductive in the long 
run," he said. 
sleep per night. If that isn't always 
possible, he says to try to get a 
minimum of four hours a night 
because your body needs that time 
to replenish, he said . 
Strangstalien recommends tak- ~,~~~~~~-~~~~~~~fiiJ!!j-ing 15 to 20 minute study breaks. II 
He also suggested that students 
eat a .good breakfast because it is 
their fuel for the day. 
"Breakfast doesn't mean a 
Marlboro, coffee and Krispy 
Kreme, either,'' he said. 
Instead, Strangstalien said stu-




"If you know that you are doing 
bad in a class, the worst thing to do 
is stay up all night freaking out. 
Get some s leep,'' he said. 
He said to make some Post-it 
notes with positive sayings on 
them to keep you motivated. 
doing something relaxing, like 
taking brisk walks or watching a 
little television. He also said it is 
important to laugh a little bit. 
If students don't do so well on 
their tests, Strangstalien said they 
should p lan ahead next time. 
CAPS also offers coaching for this 
time of the year to help students 
succeed. 
Fill this space. 
Apply for a job at the award-winning 
Columbia Chronicle and you'll have a chance to write . 
for one of the best student newspaj>ers in the state. 
Get clips, get experience, then get paid. 
Apply in The Chronicle's newsroom in Suite 205 of 
the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S: Wabash Ave. 
Or call us at (31 2) 344-7432 or visit 
www.ColumbiaChronicle.com 
Paris .. . ... . ......... $426 
London ... . ... . .... . $264 
Mexico ............. $315 
Bu enos A ires .... $394 
Air, accomm. & transfers: 
Lonoon 
7 night hostel accomm. 
From: 
$620 cr.mcun 
4 nt. hotel accomm. 
From: 
$640 
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Abortion activists divided by thin line 
Ah. spring. Welcome. We knew 
you were just around the corner. 
And with winter woes making way 
for spring's skimpy clothes. the 
best way to tell that spring is here is 
a good old-fashioned protest. 
An abonion protest. 
On campus. 
As reponed in this edition ofThe 
Chronicle. Columbia students were 
supposed to see spring arrive on 
May 5 when the Pro-Life Action 
League was scheduled to protest in 
front of Columbia's buildings. 
The league. a national anti-abor-
tion group that is perhaps best 
known for dri ving out eight cl inics 
in Chicago and 100 others across 
the country. is currently on a 
Chicago-wide tour of higher edu-
cation to pander their ideals. which 
os why Columbia's activist group 
On the Ground set up shop in front 
of Columbia's Alexandroff 
Campus Center. 600 S. Michigan 
Ave .. ready for a protest of a protest 
that never happened. 
most people would assume their 
intentions of protesting would have 
been more noble than to just cause 
trouble and disrupt class. Most 
people. even if their opinions dif-
fer, would assume the group pick-
ets to spreads a point of view-
their right in a democratic soc iety. 
But, ultimately. it's probably bet-
ter the group was a no-~how. After 
all. whose minds do they expect to 
change at a liberal ans college? 
Chances are you'd have more luck 
arguing the brilliance of It s Pat: 
The Movie with a film student than 
reversing the liberal upbringing of 
an students with dead fetus pictori-
als. In coming here. the league 
clashes with an students, a group 
that. like them, probably made up 
their minds long ago about such a 
divisive issue. 
Some members of the "pro-
choice" side cannot be classified 
any better. More than a few view 
the abonion platform as the very 
foundations of women's rights, 
assening that the entire construct 
will crumble with inhibitive legis-
lation. Others callously use the pro-
cedure as a remedy for the negli-
gence of binh control. 
To make mailers worse, neither 
s ide sees each other as friendly 
adversaries. Which are you, 
friend-a godless, baby-murdering 
heathen, or a holier-than-thou, civil 
libenies-soiling fascist? 
What a tight rope to walk. 
The· only "sure thing" in the 
abonion situation is no mauer how 
much "pro-lifers". don' t want to 
hear it, sex will never go away. 
Reproduction will always be some-
thing kids wonder about, some-
thing people will make mistakes 
with and something a mess of peo-
ple will not want regulated . 
May 10,2004 
As for the reason for the tour in 
general. at best guess. our curricu-
lum makes Columbia a prime tar-
get for protests. Columbia students 
and the school . to put it mildly, are 
easy marks for such a group. A col-
lege that offers degrees in writing 
novels and dancing should expect 
such confrontations; a clear maJOr-
ity of students and faculty. just like 
most other colleges. are liberally 
minded. or at least have liberal 
spasms now and then. 
The problem is, both sides are 
often not guided by ideas but by 
arguments. which have morphed 
into dogmatic law- an often-dan-
gerous situation because of the · 
minority crazies on bqth sides of 
the table. 
The fringe extremist "pro-life" 
supponers, most of which avow 
that their passion for their cause is 
rooted in Christian piety. are fanat-
ical in saving the unbom. They tum 
to hypocritical. decidedly unchris-
tian solutions of terrorizing women 
on their way into clinics, staking 
out high schools with the afore-
mentioned fetus illustrations and , 
in rarer cases. stalking and even 
murdering doctors who perform 
the operation. 
On the other hand, the death of a 
human life in its earliest stages is 
not something to be carelessly 
bandied about as a quick fix for 
irresp<insibility. The smanest thing 
for either stance to do is to realize 
that their opposition is made up of 
people-people guided by beliefs, 
and more like themselves than they 
know. 
COLUMBJAS VOICES 
Giving the Pro-Life Action 
League the benefit of the doubt. 
Of course, the day that happens. 
Satan will be salting down his 
driveway. It's safe to say we'll 
probably never see an easy answer 
to such a dilemma in our time. 
Prisoner abuse embarrasses, tarnishes U.S. 
The stark omages comong out of 
Saddam Husseon 's former tonure 
palace-the poctures from Abu 
Ghraib screaming across the wore 
and onto our televisions--are a 
sock form of therapy. We· ve got the 
fear. you sec. 
Thos os bad stuff; pnsoners of 
war stacked naked whi le soldoers 
play kong of the holl on the pyramid 
of bare nesh; men with bags on 
theor heads beong unnated on: som-
ulated sex acts vodeotaped and 
used as blackmaol. the lost goe' on 
But thos shouldn' t come as any 
kond of surpnse. Cenaonly. not to 
condone or even excuse the indog-
noty of these acuons. but there 
mus t be a degree of consideration 
taken onto accou nt on terms of the 
i ltuatioo, becau~ thos os a gray 
area that ha• emerged between the 
elu,ove • phercs of black and whote 
that manofe\t them'IC!ve\ in tome• 
of war 
At 1\\ ue ' ' the matter of tonurc, 
o r rather. the purpose of it. To 
omply that this was a run of the 
mill execution of the military com-
mand cham or an exercise in intel-
ligence gathering is a false 
assumption. 
Despite claims to the contrary. 
tonure is not a regular method of 
molitary interrogation, no maucr 
how badly the det~inees may 
deserve it. Make no mistake, these 
are foul people who were abused: 
murderers, secret pol ice, suicide 
bombers and various other permu-
tations o f extreme militanllsm. 
Were the role~ reversed , you can 
bet that images of mutilated 
American soldiers on AI Jazeera 
television would be applauded and 
accepted, of no t ou tright sanc-
tioned. 
But we don 't tonure. Not JUM 
becauM: it's a poor method of 
extracting information (electrodes 
to the genuals do not guarantee the 
preventoon of the next mortar 
attack or truck bomb) but also 
because we have to hold ourselves 
to a higher standard. 
The soldiers responsible fo r 
these acts should and will be pun-
ished to the full extent of applica-
ble law. And it doesn ' t matter if 
they were. "just following o rders." 
That excuse didn 't work during the 
Nuremberg Trials and it won' t ny 
now. Yes, they were far from 
home, frightened and angry at the 
treatment they've received and 
tired of having to look over their 
shoulders. But it doesn't excuse 
them. 
Regardless of your feelings on 
the war, the fact remains that we' re 
going 10 be there for a while. 
We' re empire building now, und us 
such we can't allow any conduct 
that may sour the progress of a 
new Iraq. especially on the purt of 
an occupying body. So suy you're 
sorry und keep your noses clean, 
becau~c everybody is watching. 
Coyotes go from laughable to 
league champs 
Three seasons ago, the 
Columbia baseball club fumbled 
its way to a winless season. 
Last weekend, the team won its 
league postseason tournament 
championship, defeating 
Northwestern University for the 
title, t 0-7. In four seasons, they 
went from league laughingstock 
to league cham-
pion. They con-




piles of athletes 
from which to 
c hoose. 
Meanwhile, the Columbia 
Coyotes' team members come 
from all disciplines across the 
college. all classes from fresh-
men to graduate, and even from 
both•genders fo r the firs t time (as 
The Chronicle featured in its 
April 26 edition. "A league of her 
own") . 
For a college that prides itself 
on interdisciplinary work and 
artistic uchicvement. the buseball 
club personifies just thnt. The 
entire team deserves recognition, 
but originul team members like 
Brinn Kovar and Shawn Phillips, 
"couch" Anthony Piccoli und 
"munagcr" Nicole Lclito hnve 
long been the henri. soul and tire-
less promoters of und recruiters 
fo r the tenm. 
To not mention the m nil here 
though would he sucri lcgc, so 
congrutulutions to the Columbiu 
College Coyotes, the Wisct)nsin-
lllonnis lluscbnll Confe rence 
200-1 chumponn" Tom Uewusku: 
Rynn ll i•hop: llrnd llrunt yn: 
Lnydun Butler; l.ucus Ornlmm: 
Dun Orccne: Minu llnll; Nutc 
lsruolcff; Brin n Kovur; Tudd 
Leduc: Mike Murnn; Leo Mtlskul 
( tournumc nt M VP); Shuwn 
Phi ll ips; Anthony Plct•ull ; hrls 
Schroede r; Justin Shell ; Scott 
T hOrnMtlll ; Mutt Witt ; Bill YAros: 
Phil Zuber; uml, of course, Nicole 
,htl (/Jun, fllll (JfJU!frfl)it ... '~"'~ 
11!1"""''"' •A 1/Aoolllto '"...,.J'f '•h«M./11 !Hill- 11(11 
ftltllfftl/fl!l{tJ '""•wlf, "'.,... m , ,_., '"' tAtw• u1 
1/Mif-ot••. fw.Aifo!IJI ~
I!(Jitooolo oro I he Clj)tniOno 01 lht noltorlol 
IICHtr(l Of lht Oofurnlll• Clorc:miOII, 
C..lurnno .,, llot uf)lniOIII of lhe oulllllfjo), 
LAtter• 1o the editor IIIUI!Inet\KlllluM '"'""'· YN•· o!lljt~ 
••ld vto0111 nUI•liJir 1\H lo«tl11tt tKtnld Ill! fllllnmt~r auo 
IIIJtllkiQ IIKl Will fUll II lilt lfll!llt I IIOWI 
ldttert o1n be 111ed to (3111 )44-1430, 
-led 10 Oltl'tllliOII.ClOium.ldu 0t l!llllled to A• ,.." · 111!111,. ontJ .,...,. "' t11t liftlf*lr 111 
'"' ~ (;lw ........ oniJ,..., 1101 "'llfilll-
_,,_......,...,.,.,...,lllltlkJft Y(fWI tlfHHNd In IIIIo publlooiiOII 011 III(IM 
= 
... IIMIMI!Cit ttle~IOt1o otlhe Ollfenltit, CokHiolll '1 Joumallem 
-or~ tot OhlciiiOO. 
The Ocl4umblll Ohnlnloll, en I. Wlllllh Aw., lultelOtl, 
Ohluee.IM, IOIOI•tM 
Lelito. 
They're all champions in my 
book, even without the trophy. 
-Howard Schlossberg, 
Journalism faculty member, 
faculty adviser to the Columbia 
Coyotes · 
Columnist makes bad choice 
in 'friends' 
Mr. Ferington. let me stan off 
by saying that I 
n~ver miss' your 
column. 
That said, while 
I rarely agree with 




and Ann Coulteresque insult-
humor-disguised-as-political-dis-
course style are continually grat-
ing. your column is, nevertheless. 
an entertaining read that leaves 
me with a thing or two to think 
about. 
However, your recent column, 
"Good riddance to bad 'friends '" 
(The Chronicle May 3, 2004). 
which bashed "Friends," and the 
current state of our medin. was a 
waste of time. 
Who cares about "Friends"? Why 
waste your time (and ours) dis-
cussing it? Your supposedly with-
ering comments on this topic, to 
puraphrnse Bogey in Casablmoctl, 
don't add up to n hill of beans. 
and arc us recycled. mundane. 
and uninspired ns. well . the aver-
age episode of "Friends." 
Would Ann Coulter waste her 
time bushing "Friends'"/ No! 
Th~re 's higp.er und more impor-
tant topil's to hurl nude insults 
ut ! 
While it S~Cti\S thtl! mC.st ttf 
your rolumns nrc written mnt'l.' 
I'nr your own hcncfit o'tllhcr th~n 
thnt nl' ym1r ren\lc1's, mnyhc ot \ 
tunc you tho u11ht nf them t111tl 
slllrtcd suckln11 to Important hll" 
ks 11nd wl'itlnQ about thi1111s that 
11ctuull y mutter. 
- Wht11ton 11\llll, 
Junlur, Film 
Commenta 
Newest media darling merely a monster 
Adam J. fer!ngtoo 
CommentaryEcitor 
"Sleep sleep happy child. All 
creation slept and smil'd. Sleep 
sfeep, happy sleep, While o'er 
thee thy mother weep. Sweet 
babe i11 thy face, Holy image I 
can trace. Sweet babe once like 
thee, Thy maker lay and wept for 
ltte . " 
- William Blake, "A Cradle 
So11g " 
You can treat life as an autop-
sy, cut it open from gonads to 
gu llet and pull out the guts. 
That's when you SCI! all the ugly 
bits. what you want to keep and 
what you need to throw away. 
· You've never met Laura Faye 
McCollum. but you should loathe 
her. You should loathe her with 
enthusiasm, hard and unbreak-
able, because all she wants is for 
you to accept her, forgive her for 
what she's done. Because Laura 
Faye McCollum used to rape 
children. Small children. 
Monstering is the word for it; 
pitchforks and torches, putting 
fire to kindling and burning out 
the bad seed before it can spread 
anymore. But we don't. We 
waste money. time and resources 
in the hope that we can somehow 
redeem them-an exercise in 
extraordinary failure worthy of 
poet John Milton's wretched fall-
en. 
On May 3, McCollum is 
scheduled to move from a private 
cell in a women's prison in Gig 
Harbor, Wash. to the Special 
Commitment Center on McNeil 
Island. Wash., where she will be 
integrated with 190 of 
Washington state's most repre-
hensible sex offenders as part of 
her designated treatment. 
McCollum is less than thrilled 
with the idea. 
"Would you want to sit in 
[with] a bunch of men w~o talk 
about what they did to women 
and how they'd like to do that to 
women again? I don't want them 
bringing their issues on me. I 
don't want them touching me, I 
don't want them making irappro-
priate conversations, I don't want 
them asking if they can fantasize 
''B~I \'M A GIRL .. . " 
about me," McCollum said in an 
interview with the Associated 
Press. 
Apparently·she believes that 
she is somehow above the 
reproach of other members of her 
predatory ilk, despite the fact that 
she has been consigned to prison 
for the past 14 years for the rape 
and attempted murder of an IS-
month-old child, in addition to 
the 15 children between the ages 
of 2 and 3 that she admitted ly 
sexually assaulted. 
But, apparently that doesn't 
matter, because McCollum has 
" learned a lot and I've learned 
how to empathize with my vic-
tims. I've learned how it's not 
OK to put your hands on some-
body without their permission 
and it 's never, ever, ever OK to 
touch a child ." 
Bravo. 
Everybody else knew this back 
in kindergarten, but your stagger-
ing breakthrough is apparently 
supposed to bring tears to our 
eyes. Pardon me while I get a 
Kleenex. 
Regardless of whether or not 
Mc~ollum 's contrition is genuine 
or not, the simple fact remains 
that she should never see the 
light of day again . Frankly, she's 
lucky the state d idn 't put a needle 
in her arm a long time ago. 
Instead, she gets treatment, a pri-
vate residential area and the 
gushing, nauseous support of the 
press that attempts to paint her as 
a poor victim who should be 
given another chance. Because 
molesting children is something 
you can just walk away from. 
I remember meeting John 
Douglas, the father of criminal 
profi ling, some years ago at a 
lecture. He strode up and down 
the stage, keen and animated, but 
there was something dangling 
just above him that weighed 
down on him immeasurably that 
· I couldn't pin point. 
Ryan Duggan/The Chronide 
When I finally got close 
enough to talk to him, the first 
thing I noticed was his eyes: tired 
and worn back in his face like 
old mirrors. He spoke in low 
tones; the corners of his mouth 
tied down like a corpse with 
rocks. He couldn' t keep a smile 
on his face for more than a few 
seconds. 
"There are people who don't 
deserve to live," he said, pointing 
to a black and white photo of a • 
butchered brother and sister; the 
little girl's dress up over her 
head. "There are real monsters 
that walk among us , and they do 
not deserve our pity. They 
de~erve our fury." 
Don't look for media-approved 
ideologies and fashionable croco-
dile-tear causes where there 
aren' t any. There is such a th ing 
as the truth- undisputed, 
irrefutable, invaluable. Do not 
turn yoyr back on it, or you make 
yourself an accessory. 
THE 
. COLUMBIA CHRONICLE Your Turn 
Question: What's the grossest thing you've ever put in your mouth? 
"Oxtails . It was the worst 
thing ... ever." 
- Devin Ehrenfried 
Freshman, Photography 
"Chitterlings. They ' re pig 
intestines." 
-William Bass 
Freshman, Music Business 
"Dried dog food. It taSted a 
bit like wood." 
-Clint Catton 
Second B.A. 
"Liver. It smells like pork 
chops. but it's nasty." 
--samantha Lewis 
Freshman, Television 
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Saint Xavier University offers many graduate options, which prepare students 
for leadership positions in professional areas such as health care, education, 
business or technology. Financial aid assists more than 35 percent of graduate 
students, while all graduate programs boast a 12: I student to faculty ratio. 
of Education 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Graham School of 
Your community. your education. your future ... c loser than you think. 
For more information about Saint Xavier University's graduate programs, contact the Office of Graduate Admission . 
Ph: (773) 298-3053 graduateadmission@sxu.edu www.sxu.edu/graduate 
SAINT·XA VIER· UNIVERSITY 
C hicago: 3700 We~t 103rd Street , Chicago, IL 60655 
Orland Park: 18230 Orland Parkway, O rland Park, lL 60467 
reclcless .com www. 
@PRINTERS ROW R 
PHARMACY ~ ~g:; 
RECKLESS RECORDS STUDENTS SAVE 10% (Stmply show us vour U-Pass or Student J. D.) 
llt.L IIELLS IIEER 
Dn 5RLE llaud 
(While aupplioa laat) 
BELL'S OBERON 
IS HERE! 
An Atherlo•n wheat alt brewed 
with S11z hopa. Sploy and fruity, 
Oberon 11 thct 11olor 1nd aoant of 
& summffr nftornoon. AfiV. 9 em 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 
SELL US YOUR USED CDS, 
LPS, DVDS & VIDEO .GAMES 
FOR FAST AND EASY CASH 
OR STORE CRF; IT 
norTHSIDe: 
3231 N. CLARK ST. 
773.549.4400 • 8 AM-3PM 
NEAR INTERSECTION OF CLARK AND BELMONT. 
FROM LAKESHORE DRIVE: EXIT AT BELMONT, 
GO SIX BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK STREET. 
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE BELMONT STOP, 
GO EAST ONE BLOCK TO CLARK STREET. 
UNIQUE SPECIALTIES INCLUDE 
FRUSH I 
FRENCH TOAST KABOB 
PANCAKE FLIGHT 
ARTISTIC OMELETS 
AND MANY OTHER DELICIOUS 
SELECTIONS TO ROCK YOUR WORLD 
May 10. 2004 17 
DOWnTOWn: 
75 W. HARRISON 
312.447.1000 • 7 AM-3PM 
NEAR INTERSECTION OF HARRISON AND CLARK. 
FROM MICHIGAN AVENUE: RIGHT ON 
HARRISON, GO FOUR BLOCKS WEST TO CLARK. 
BY TRAIN: EXIT AT RED LINE HARRISON STOP, 
GO WEST TWO BLOCKS TO CLARK STREET. 
18 May 10, 2004 
The Culture Cluster of Devon Avenue 
Devon Avenue runs through Chicago's far north side, stretching from 
the lakeside into the northwest suburb of Park Ridge, lll. Residential 
homes shadow most of the street, but from Lincoln to Broadway 
avenues there is an explosion of diversity. The Jewish, Indian, Muslim, 
Assyrian. Russian and Croatian communities are evident in the grocery 
stores. schools and religious institutions nestled along the welcoming 
street. With sari stores, kosher bakeries and Asian restaurants, this 
Chicago street has a distinctively international flavor. 
Photos and text by: Theresa Scarbrough 
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Manifest is Columbia Collea;e Chicago's Urban 
Arts Festival on May 27, 2004 
NOW RECRUITING 
IN SEARCH OF: Art pieo .. thatare site speoifoc, to be performe~ in 
nooks and crannies ... in hallways, ~bbies and the Grant Pari< Music 
festival s~e. • 
SOME LOCALES INCLUDE: lobbies of 623 S. Wabash and 1104 S. 
Wabash, windows of the Conaway Center, outside in the Sculpture 
Garden o? lith and S. Wabash Avenue, a~ng the street or in the pari<. 
REQUIREMENTS: These should be performative pieces with strong 
visual elements! Short, durational, inlelactive, static? You call the shots. 
PROPOSAL DEADLINE: 5PM FRIDAY, MAY 7, 2004 
$.$$BOUNTY$$: THERE IS A STIPEND TBA 
....... • .... 
E-mail a short proposal to hokjncenter@cglum edu or drop one 
off at the Hokin Center, no later than 5PM Friday, May 7, 2004. 
PROPOSAlloiUST IIICLUOE 
CONTACT/PAYMENT INFO. 
Name, address, social security number, phone number & 
e-mail address, major/year in school. Include the same 
informalion for any collaboralor(s). 
PROPOSAL INFO: 
Describe your idea: duralion, visual aspects and a general 
description of the piece. Where do you want to do it? 
Technical requirements? (These should be minimal). 
PERFORMANCE/INSTALLATION DATE: Manifest 
Thursday, May 27, 2004 BETWEEN II~IPM ,~~jofOR ~7PM. 
II,.., p/ICI Is dUfldona( it ••• ukl p/ICI lhrDUf/IDUIIhl day 11111 -71'0 
If you have a conupt Ulat you need help bringing ID fruition, please get 




Hokin Ahnex Gallery 
623 S. Wabash Chicago, IL 60605 
(312) 344-7696 www.colum.edu/spaces/ 
Gallery Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 10-5, Fri 10-5 
. Sat. by appointment 
Fifth Annual Photo.Print.Iyledia Studio Exhibition 
Luminous 
April21- May 11,2005 
Op~iung Reception: Friday, April23 I 5-7 pm 
Hokin Annex Gallery, 623 S. Wabash, first floor 
Curated by Jessica Douglas/Jennifer Friedrich 
Open House: Thursday, May 6 I 5-7 pni 
Photo.Print.Media Studio 
623 S. Wabash I 9th floor 
photoprintmedia@hotmail.com 
May 10, 2004 2i ' 
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Columbia 
COL L EG E CH I CAOO J ~ 
Manifest04 
MUSIC & DANCE IN GRANT PARK 
11 :00 AM- 9:00 PM, Grant Park at Michigan & Harrison and in 
Columbia College Sculpture Garden at Wabash & lith Street 
Bebop to Hip Hop ... more than 30 acts on 3 stages with a total of 21 hours of music! This year's featured band is 
Cyro Baptista & Beat the Donkey, a torrid, unstoppable ensemble of percussionists, samba dancers, Capoeira 
performers, singers, and exotically costumed players. Also on the lineup are Heiruspecs (Hip Hop), Copeland (lndie), 
Columbia's student bands, the high-energy student dance troupes Adrenaline, C.R.U.I. and more. • 
ARTWALK + SAlE 
11 :00 AM- 1 :00 PM and 5:00- 7:00 PM, Be2in at 600 S. Michiaan Avenue 
Jo1n us for a self-euided tour of more than 12 galleries and studio. The ArtWalk & Sale 
~howcases fine art, photoeraphy, interdisciplinary book and paper arts, multimedia work, 
and rnore! W1th free continuous trolley service. 
AND MUCH MORE! 
Don't miss the live art happenings, human chess game, lively puppetry spectacle, • 
and other exhibit ions, performances and Installations around the Columbia 
College earn pus In tho South Loop arts corridor. 
All E VtN rs ARE FRH AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. 
*ARTS & [NT[RTA/Nffi[NT* 
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0 George Romero," creator of horror classic, to guest host three-day independent film festival 
By Scott Cadson 
News Editor 
Jr., and Switchblade Sisters, 
reportedly a favorite of director 
Quentin Tarantffio. 
For his b irthday this year, Nails' latest feature film, Acne, 
Columbia fi lm alumnus Rusty which will be released theatrically 
Nails didn' t want to jus t throw June 13, also will be shown at 
himself another party- he wanted the festival , 















m o vi e 
director of 
all time to 
show up. 
Movieside's fest ivals have also 
toured the country, making an 
appearance at the Seattle Center on 
Contemporary Art, the Millennium 
Film Archive in New York and the 
Boston Underground Film 
Festival. 
· According to Nails, more than 
500 filmmakers from all over the 
world were showcased in the festi-
val's 30 shows since it began three 
years ago. Nails said the festival's 
mission is to bring lesser-known 
underground cinema to the fore- . 
front-and at a bargain price. 
"We try to consider ourselves 
the film festival for the every per-
son," Nails said. "The way I try 
to set up shows is that I try to 
make them inexpensive enough 
that I would want to go to the 
show." 
Note the word "shows." The 
From May 
14 to 16, 
Nails will 
Movieside Festivals are not 
solely film ventures-inde-
pendent live music makes 
appearances as well. During 
the Romero-Hill shows, 
bands such as The Coughs, 
Environmental 
Encroachment and The 
Manhandlers will perform 
Legendary zombie creator George Romero will be at the Biograph 
Theater, 2433 N. Lincoln Ave. , this month. 
transform the 
Bio g raph 
Theater at2433 
Lincoln 
Ave., into the 
playground of 
classic independ-





between fi lms. 
"A lot of film festivals 
are a quiet environment, 
and you'd think the word 
festival would be high-
lighted," Nails said. "As 
a person who's played in 
bands, I think it's excit-
ing to play in a big 
[l~~ijjllW~.al»>• movie theater with hun-U dreds of people watch-
" I 'm much better known in " I think most people who are 
England right now, because a few interested in (my films] are 
of my films were licensed to younger people interested in 
[British television station] Channel ' Film,' with a capital F," Hill said. 
Four," Hill said. "I never really thought of myself 
Still, Hill said .....---..,.----=----, as a filmmaker- ! 
the times are just made movies." 
. changing. He Nails said there's 
said his movies no sign of him stop· 
are slowly mak- ping. At the end of 
ing an impact summer, he will go 
w ith college on tour promoting 
fi lm students Acne. but Movieside 
Romero is set to 
present four of his 
fi lms May 15 and ~Lyj .. jljllllii playing on a dou-
16, including Day of ble bill May 15 alongside 
ing you." 
Sometimes, · that lesser known 
cinema is already appreciated else-
where. Hill told The Chronicle that 
despite the boost Tarantino has 
publicly given to his films, includ-
ing re-releasing Switchblade 
Sisters through his -film company, 
Rolling Thunder Pictures, h is 
movies remain relatively unknown 
by many audiences in America. 
across the coun- will make another 
try, discovering 
his movies for 
the first time, 






time in the future-
and still at the low-
cost ticket rates. 
rhe Dead and the Romero's landmark horror classic, 
Stephen King co-written Night of the Living Dead. 
Creepshow, and will answer ques- Since Nails ' festival began, the 
rions from the audience. festival has successfully attracted 
Director Jack Hill will also play other greats of independent film, 
guest host, showing three of his including directors John Waters in 
films May 14, including Coffy, December of 2002 and Jim 
with Pam Grier; Spider Baby, star- Jarmush in December of 2003. 
ring Lon "The Wolf Man" Chaney 
Once upon a time, there was a music 
industry. An industry where · decent songs 
were played on the radio, C Ds had 13 solid 
tracks and music televis ion featured music 
·instead of Jell-0 wrestling and reality 
shows. Occasionally, a festival pops into 
town that reminds the general public that 
good music does, in fact, exist; it's just not 
on television or at your local Best Buy. 
The semi-frnals of the Emergenz.a Live 
Music Festival took place at Double Door, 
1572 N. Milwaukee Ave., from April 29 to 
May 9. The festival celebrated live music 
regardless of genre and put the fate of the 
bands in the hands of the audience. Whether 
it was a jam band, a j azz outfit or just a cou-
ple of guitar players sharing their "feelings," 
the festival was an opportunity for local tal-
ent to get some exposure. 
"It's been a great experience for us here in 
Chicago," said Kevin Jeziorski, the Midwest 
area manager for Emergenza. "The response 
not only from the fans, but from people in 
the industry as well. It's nice to build a solid 
relationship with everyone." 
. If you' ve ever talked about up-and-com-
tng bands in Europe, there 's a good possibil-
Ity the Emergenza Festival might have 
entered the conversation. Started in the early 
'90s, Emergenza Rock began when a group 
ofbands in Rome organized a concert where 
the audience voted for the best band. 
According to www.emergenza.net, the 
festival changed its name from Emergenza 
Rock to Emergenza in 1998 since only a 
small portion of the bands were actually 
playing rock music. The festival was less 
concerned with genre and more interested in 
simply •••• .. ••• showing off 




co n ce rts 
later, they've 
become one ...... _ _ .......... 
of the largest 
and most well-known music festivals in 
Europe. 
In January 2004, Emergenza began their 
fi!St festival tour in the United States. 
"It's exactly the same thing we've been 
doing in Europe," Jeziorski said. "The same 
style, the same format, the same paperwork. 
It's no different than what we've done in the 
past" 
The American tour takes place in Boston, 
Buffalo, N .Y., Washington, Philadelphia and 
Chicago. Open to bands of all genres and 
surprises no one Pam Grier takes aim in 
more than him. Jack Hill's 'Coffy.' 
"Since I'm a per-
son who's pretty 
low-income, I have 
to set my sights 
accordingly," Nails 
said. 
styles, the early rqunds are voted by the 
audience and the fmal rounds include a pro-
fessional jury of judges. 
"The top 12 bands of the festival here in 
Chicago will compete for the regional final 
on June 5 at the Metro," Jeziorski said. 
Winners of the Buffalo, Boston and 
Chicago regions will play at the Avalon in 
Boston, while the winners from Washington, 
D.C. and 
Philadelphia 
will play at 





May 1, the 
Chicago festi-
val featured bands such as Zenfeat and 
Chestafried, which have members tltat cur-
rently attend Columbia. Although these 
bands didn' t make it to the fmals, they let 
loose at Double Door with some of the 
night's most impressive sets. 
"We didn't win, but music's not a compe-
tition," said Aaron Williams, vocalist/gui-
tarist for Zenfeat. "One hundred people 
showed up to support us and another 70 
voted for us. It was a great experience. We 
hope to be part of it again next year." 
Other highlights from the evening includ-
ed the funky beats of the Apollo Project and 
the Mick Jagger induced energy from a band 
called The Licks. The audience voted Stellar 
Road into the fmals, a band that sounded 
like a combination of Lifehouse and Creed. 
Regardless of the outcome, the night was 
a commemoration of the independent music 
scene. This was an opportunity for bands to 
branch out to new audiences. It was a chanc~ 
for new music to be heard. Thankfully, the 
independent scene is alive and well. 
Emergenza has big plans for the festival 
here in the United States. 
"We' ve basically got a three-year plan 
here in the United States," Jeziorskt sa td. 
"We went to five cities in 2004, we're plan-
ning 17 cities in 2005 and then 40 cities in 
2006." 
There's nothing better than catching some 
new talent on a Friday or Saturday night at a 
local bar. Emergenza is doing their part to 
get the word out. Music fans would oopeful-
ly take the next Billy Idol over "American 
Idol" any day of the week. 
For more information on the festival. visit 
www.emergenza.net. The Chicago finals for 
the Emergenza Live Music Festival will take 




I can't believe it has come to 
this. After three wonderful years, 
a relatjoilship that meant so 
much to me has come to a 
screeching halt. Though I 
begged and pleaded, we both 
knew it would no longer work. 
AJ\d now, my hair will never . 
look good again. 
I've been forced to break up 
with the one person I've given 
complete and total trust' to (when 
it comes to my beloved locks): 
my hair stylist. We've been 
!<>}:ether since I moved to 
Chicago. Now, it's all over and I 
will never trust anyone else with 
my hair again. 
Months ago, my stylist 
infonned me that she was mov-
ing to be closer to her 
boyfriend's new job. "Cool, I 
can help," I thought. But no. Not 
just moving from Lincoln Park 
to Wicker Park or Old Town to 
Bucktown. She's ·not even just 
leaving the city, or the state-
both o.f w!Ych would at least 
leave travel options open to me. 
Nope-she's moving to Canada. 
Why does Canada get all the 
good stufi? Free health care, a 
president who's not George W. 
Bush and my hair stylist? Life 
isn't fair, eh? 
Two weeks ago, I had my last 
appointment with my hair styl-
ist. It was a bittersweet four 
hours at the salon: talking, 
laughing, shampooing, dying 
and cutting. It was bard to com-
pletely enjoy the S90 experience 
1>ecause in the back of my mind, 
I !mew ;we'd never share 
moments like that again. 
It's something I've been strug-
gling to deal with ever since our 
breakup. I keep wondering: Is it 
me? Did I do something wrong? 
Did I not wash my' hair often 
enough or use the product that 
she recommended? I can 
change, really. 
But I digress. I know that no 
amount of arguing or beating 
myself up over the situation will 
help. It's not my fault, I keep 
telling myself. The truth is, the 
distance will be too much for 
either of us to bear. 
lbough no one else gets the 
multicolors crazy enough or the 
choppy cut uneven enough, I 
now have two options: Invest in 
a Flowbee or dnve eight hours 
to get my hair done. (I'm seri-
ously considering the la~r. I've 
always wanted to visit Canada 
anyway). 
· OK, there is a third option, but · 
I don't like it very much: Go to 
another person at the ~arne 
salon. Sure, my former stylist 
suggested a couple of co-work-
ers she thinks Pd really like, but 
it took me nearly two years to 
like the one I just had. You can't 
just show up at a salon one day 
and begin sharing personal 
things with the person doing 
your hair-especially if that per-
son does not fit the stereotypi-
cally chatty hair stylist mold. 
These things take time (not to 
mention money). 
While I am very upset about 
this whole situation, I am thank-
ful for all the time we spent 
together inhaling fumes and 
staining our skin as though it 
were a tie-dye T-shirt. After all, 
my stylist kept me from repeat-
ing many bad hair experiences 
of my past, like the time, on a 
whim, I went to Supercuts for a 
quick trim. "Just keep it short 
and choppy, longer in the front," 
I told them. 
Unfortunately for me, the 
beauty school that the stylist 
went to must have been strongly 
against anything being uneven. 
Each clip of the scissors meant 
three more-until fmally, my 
hair was extremely and shock-
ingly short and not at all choppy. 
Then, there were the times I 
decided to "trim" my hair 
myself. Of course, it came out 
very uneven, which wasn't 
entirely bad. I remember sitting 
on the edge of the bathtub with 
the small Walgreens scissors in 
one hand and a mirror in the 
other, chopping away until the 
back finally felt better and the 
tub looked as though a squirrel 
had exploded in it. No wonder 
my maintenance man always 
had to come unclog the drain. 
Oh, and I mustn't forget all 
those times I dyed my hair 
myself, thinking it'd be quick 
and easy. Except I never bad 
rubber gloves and always ruined 
my favorite shirts. I wonder if I 
can still get the security deposit 
back if after four years the bath-
tub is still purple. 
It was upon helping me break 
these bad hair habits that I bond-
ed so closely with my stylist. I 
fmally found someone who got 
me-who knew what I meant 
when I said "choppy cut" and 
"crazy highlights" (not out of 
the box). And though I'm 
extremely sad to see her go, I 
wish her all the best. As they 
say, time apart only ma~es the 
hair grow longer-or something 
like that. But of course, as soon 
as I get a new car, I'll make the 
trip up for a good cut- trust me, 
by then, I' ll really need it. Until 
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::i . ,with Kea\:. ftayhill ·of Racecal' G..a-phics ~ iRS-s.o. 
Kent Rayhill, co-founder of Chicago-base~. design dcom_PanyfrRacecar Graphics and member of local elec-
tronic band TRS-80 came "extremely close to gra uatmg om · · 
Columbia's Film and Video Department in the early '90s. Today, 
he's ready to start work on a new alb~m and make mulhmedia pre-
sentations for TRS-80's shows whtle designmg COs, websttes, 
posters and even hip baby clothes that Madonna's daughter wears. 
The Chronicle: How did you get involved with graphic design? 
Kent Rayhill: Right after school, I kind of fell into video: It --:as 
a weird time in the early '90s when everythmg was becommg dtg-
ital, so things like digital video crossed over into CO-ROMs and 
everything sort of meshed together. So, I was editmg. corporate 
video type stuff and th~n started to. fall mto graphic design a httle 
bit. From there, I went to mostly video graphics like 2-D and 3-0 
animation then I got out of that when we started this company and 
now just focus p~ly on print and web design. : .. We' ll do .any-
thing from small hip start-up comparues to big bonng corporations. 
. .. I do a lot o(music packaging and websites ranging from a three-
page site to a huge e-commerce site. 
. Deb Schimmel 
C: Do you design a lot of the TRS-80 artwork? · 
KR: Yeah, I do. I've done the album art and together as .a band we work on things like T-shirt design and 
poster design. 
C: As far as the music goes, it bas a very interesting and different electronic vihe. How do you achieye that? 
Is it a lot of experimenting or more or less accidental? . . , . . 
KR: A lot of it is a conscious effort to try to do something different. We re not trymg to remvent the genre 
or try to come up with something that's 100 percent different-we realize we're operating w!thin a genre-
but we have a lot of influences outside of electronic music, probably most of them. So, we'tmng all that mto 
the studio with us. It really sort of comes out of boredom of other musi" that's out there-jus_t wanting to do 
something a little different, wanting to write music that we'd actUally want to listen to. We JUSI put a lot of 
effort into it by trying to make every song really good; we try to not have any filler. . 
C: As a band, what are some of yo~ long-term goals? . 
KR: As a band, we've actually never had any goals, which bas worked out really well because we're not 
trying to rely on music as a career-iCs really more of a creative outlet. ~t we've found over the past six 
or seven years now is that it works out really well to not set any goals-JUS! sort of see what ha~ns, that 
way we don't have any disappointments. lt's really only pleasanfsurprises along the ~ay.: .. I~'s a big part of 
our lives and we want people to know who we are, we want people to bear the music pnmanly because we 
spent so much time on it We want people to actually enjoy it after all that work. It doesn't really matter to us 
how much our record sales are or how many fans we have. 
C: Are you guys working on anything at the ~? . . . 
KR: We've actually for the fl.l'llt time ever in the history of the band dectdcd to take a brea!< from wntmg. 
I think that we kind of- not burned out-but after six years of being in the studio nonstop ... I started to feel 
at the end of the last album that! was tapped and needed a break. I think that's the way we all felt. So we're 
going to start working on new stuff pretty soon. 
C: So if you had ;o choose between film, design or music as your career, whi.eh would you stick with? 
KR: That's tough. I also recently started a company that sells hip baby clothes-basically T-shirts for 
babies and toddlers. I started it with a partner who has a couple lcids and was ~strated by the .lack ~f cool 
clothes that were available. So that's a new venture for me and that may end up bemg my dream job. !t. shard 
to say, basically I am doing my dream job, in a way, because I'm working in the creative industry and work-
ing for myself, which is nice. 
C: So do you make the clothes or design them? 
KR: We have them custom dyed- because a Jot of baby clothes only come in pink or blue or other pastels. 
So we have colors that no one else has and I design them along with my partner and we get them pnnted here 
in Chicago and sell them on our website and we're starting to get in stores. We've been invited to a CO';!J?le 
celebrity events in L.A. where they showe.r celebrities with your products .... There were a lot of celebnttes 
there and everyone was really cool, surprisingly. Some of the bigger names that stopped by w.ere KtrSten 
Dunst and Jake Gyllenhaal, MiMic Driver, Rose McGowan-a lot of TV people that I recogmzed-there 
were a couple of "O.C."crs there. One rea.lly good score for us was that Madonna_'s stylist sto~ )ly and 
picked up a bunch of stuff for Madonna's lcids ... "VC got feedback from her [the styhst] and she Sl!l!i Lourdes 
[Madonna's daughter]loves her shirts, which was weird to hear. But we've been invited back out for anoth-
er event in June for the MTV Movie Awards. . 
For more informmion on one of Rayhi/1 ~· many endeavors, visit lVIVWtrs80.com. \VIV\v.rac:ecargraphics.com 
or Wll~vfooeyusa.cam. 
IJN l~ll '1,111~ 
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IJY MA'nUEW JASTEU 
Back to tbe Future Edition 
A quick trip with Doc Brown and Einstein expose exceptiolUilly usefUl for anyone in~sted in KFC 
the het~dlines coming soon to u newspaper near you: Boston Murkot for dinner. · 
• Thx-Mox: Aller his in'PCDchn~nt, OeorRe W • 
• Oslllllll in tho city: ClA OllllDts fmolly capturo tho Bush sets a job at Bia BC!rthll Burritos inA\IStin. te.~e.s. 
notorious criminal mastemlind, Osll!llll bin Laden Thu· ox-prosldont sponds his d~ in n taco costwno 
while ho ordon a cheese 11ealc at a Philadelphia Eagles pnssina'out coupons ~r tho Dumto oftl~e ~onth club. 
pme. Bush aeta re-elected In November !Uid tho world • Blackhtlwka down: Tho lockout prt\'(nts NHL 
enda ln Jnnuory. • ICilllU ftom ployina l sinalu IIUIIlC in the 2004-200$ 
• Kerry nation: A 11roup of dla&nmtlcd Demoornts senson. At ~0.0, It's the 11rst tlmo tho Cl\liloao 
move wiUI John Kerry to " romolu lshuul In t11o Blockhawka lW 111 .SOO in ~nti. 
Pa~lllo to atan o new colony. Wllaon. t11o fomoua vol· • Mld11~' ht 111 tho 0A :lS: 1\ compurer 
loyball, Ia nrunod vlco prealdcnt bocauae ho hla more Columbia llldvtl1 nt),y struu a nwlcnr 
chllfilma and chuJTn tha11 9uah and Ch¢ney com· Orent tlrllil . lnct tilt l}'jt~m Is \lrNl\14' 
blnccJ, ' Wt\l' Will 1101 OfficiaJI)' lti\C tftCet 1.11\tl\\ho lUU\J\Yl\\1>11 
• !All action hero: AlthO\I&h he can't blllonce o aprlnR Stilt •tor· , 
budaot, Oov, Ah·nClld Rahta oil' Cobra, on ollto t nor- • Ct1 htm o rl • Juttit\ 1'\mbttlllko 
l•t oraanJzallon detcnnrnad to rulo U1o world. tic col· ataa ftl th 2005 rlTV ltk lual ·-······ .... L •.• 
cbratca dto vloLOry wld1 n C'ubm c111or md o qulold Ia Pt1! ~nted with a iflltlmeAclllcYti\IC~I\1 
wlUI Mntln Shrtvot. • II IV qu ll OfP.i)p. 01 II IC'd 
• Atk.ln'1 dlaaato1 A uow trudy 1howa tho! low or- N'. yn slt\1 joh Hut 011 ft 1  
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The Spring Collection. iPod 
Introducing iPod ir , the world's smallest 1,000 song player. 
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. Discounted for Students: $229 
Power Mac GS 
The world's fastest 
personal computer, 
now with 64·bit 
technology. 
Starting at $1599.00 · 
PowerBook G4 
Portable power in 
, three outstanding sizes· 
12-, 15·, and 17·inches. 
Starting at $1399.00 
iMac 
Choose your size-
15-, 17 ·, or 20-inch 
flat panel displays, 
all on an' amazing 
adjusting neck. 
Starting at $1199.00 
iBook 
Laptop size and 
portability for the 
masses. 
Start ing at $949.00 
eMac 
Our most affordable 
Mac. now available 
with a DVD-buming 
5uper0rive. 
Starting at $749.00 
15, 20, or 40GB 
3.700, 5,000, or 
10,000 songs 
From $269 
With Student Discount 
Get an ilife. 
Every Mac ships with these award-winning 
applications installed - at no extra cost . 
Introducing GarageBand 
Gartge8and tums )'OUl Mac into an anytime, anyw~e 
rec:Ofding studio p¥;ked with hundrt'ds of instruments and 
a rec:Ofding engin~ or two for good measure. lt's the 
easiest way to create, perfOtm and record your own mus•c 
whether you're an iKCompUshed player or just w1sh you 
were a rock star. You can add your Ofiginal music to your 
~id~ your OVO menus. burn it to COs Of SCOft your 
1M<Me projects. 
• The new iMovie 
One o( tho~ rare applkations that actualty chan~ ~e·s 
lives. iM<Me Ns sing~·handedly made ci~tographers 
out of p.~rents. grandpirtnts. studMts, teachers. small 
business O'Wf'lefs o1nd many o~ ~e JUSt like you who. 
befcwe iM<Me, MYt1' WNgined them~ PfO<hJC•ng o1 
movie. let ilone haW o1 dozen or more. 
The new iDVD 
Thtfe"J no euler W'f to creo~te Holywood-qu.ility OVOs ~ 
....... )'O<a' pho<os. movies ond """"' with -· fomiy, 
cllssmoz ond ccleogues INn """" ;ovo <. Off<nng tighm 
drOfl'OI'd-drop integnotion ...m""'-- in""' ;tM 
wile. ;ovo o1so giYOS you brHthtlldhg themes. ....,. 
- options, toghor quolity Iongo< lt"'JJh ovo.. ilnd 
- orgoninnonol tools. 
R<quftso~Moc. 
The new iTunes 
Recognaed as the WOfld's OOt digital musk jukebox 
Acdo11~ as~ leader aga•nst whkh all onl•ne musiC 
stores .1re Judged iTunes continues to d~tght, off~•ng musJC 
~s the usiest way to~~ music they O'Nn and 
~ ibsolutefy best way to discO'Vff and purchase even mofe 
music. as weU as NdiObooks. 
The new iPhoto 
Whether you NY< two<>ty "' IWO<>ty thousond do9-t>l 
photos. •Photo • ftHops ttKk of them ill. illtOtnoltic~ 
01'9ollnCZJn9 dlem SO )'OU CMI fW"Id them fiSt lightning fiSt 
~sy to u><. •Photo puu you on <N<ge ol yout pho<ogt•plls 
- helpong you ;,port mom, O<ganiu them onto olbums, 
enh.lnce theit olq)eJtit'U, H wei H , shire them 1n pt&l"'t. v..a 
tm0i1, <NOt the wob ond on Stunnon<J colf ... toblo bool<s. 
FOt more tnformanon. or to take advantage of excluwe H.qher Educatton pr c•og. please ~~~·t 
I -. " "']"V 
• Authorized Reseller · · · -~:: 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College 
623 S. Wabash, Suite 20S 
Phone: 312.344.8MAC 
httpJ/www.colum.edu/applestore/ 
.. ~ .. 
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Down and~ with D12 
By Brjan McCollum 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
DETROIT-012 has enjoyed two No. 1 
albums. toured the world, played arenas, sta· 
dJUms and MTV, and stayed in posh hotels 
where sleep is impossible because fans stand 
outside screaming all night. 
So how can a bunch of hip-hop ~tars still 
seem so ... anonymous? 
Even in Detroit, home to the six-man outfit, 
many fans would be hard-pressed to name 
every member of the group, which is celebrat-
ing .its second album, D/2 World, released 
Apnl 27 to huge sales. 
"A lot of people thought there wasn't going 
tq be another D 12 album," said rapper Kon 
Artis. "This is a slap in the face." 
It's a strange and awkward paradox for the 
hip-hop sextet as it embarks on its latest ven-
ture. Already the record's hit single, "My 
Band," has made . its emphatic declaration: 
Hey, there are six of us here! Six of them: 
Eminem. Proof. Bizarre. Kon Anis, Kuniya, 
Swtft. 
But it:s that first name that grabs eyeballs, 
and_ "My Band" is a self-deprecating jab at 
Emmem 's overwhelming hip-hop icon status. 
"0~ mikes are screwed up and his always 
sound best," raps .Kon Artis. 
' 'People are always thinking of us as 
'Marshall's boys."' Bizarre said. "So we 
thought wc;'d poke at it." 
Look, there's no getting around it: When 
one of the guys in your group is the world 's 
btggest music star, it's inevitable how this deal 
is going to work. 
People are going 
to focus on !hill guy. 
They're going to 
pound yo.u with 
questions about 
him. At some point, 
as much as you like 
him-he's been a 
friend for years-
you· re bound to get 
a little peeved. 
Because you know 
this isn't about that 
one guy; this is 
about the team. And 
you don't feel like 
rattling on-yet 
again-about him. 
when there are so 
many interesti~g 
things to say about yourself. 
But if you're in 012, you also realize that 
without Em.inem- and the inescapable 
celebrity manta that accompanies his career-
you wouldn't be geuing this opportunity in. 
the first place. 
You even have to talk about Eminem just to 
talk about how you don't want to talk about 
him. 
"The more you ask about him, the more 
you're missing about me," Kon Anis said. 
"Everybody in 012 knows that. The thing that 
annoys us most is the people who come to an 
m~iew and stan asking, 'So, what's up wtth 
Emtnem? Is he nice. is he cool?" He'll ask 
"'Did you li~ten to our last album?' Whe~ 
they say no. we tell 'em to beat it." 
Th.at touch•ne~ has occasiot~ally explodCd 
1nto real-life tumult. headline-grabbmg figh~ 
between D 12 and htp-hoppers such a~ 
bvcr)a.,t, Sham and Royce Da 5'9". 
But when you talk to 012, you' re struck by 
)U\t how mce the\C guy~ present themselves. 
r(l( all the combu~tible rhyme~. the go-for-
the-throat \hock, ~me where at heart these are 
a bunch of \tratght-up Dctrcnt dude' with at 
!ea.\t a do\C of old-,tyle Mtdwe~tern value~. 
rhey like to tell you how much they love their 
mom.\. They'll talk about the time~ they've 
felt vulnentble. '1 hey' ll remind you how 
lrDp<n1ant ~hurth ha' been to their lives. 
'1 hat\ when you ~tep ba'-k and realize JUst 
h11w UiiiY th1~ all IP.. -11urrcal. when you get 
<.li>Wn 1/J II Jt '1 ~~If the motley pack of friends 
10 If Mtl'' lwl h•·hhled out of the Shelter ut the 
end ,,r rile ""'v1e ru lind rhemHClveh swept up 
hy JJIIV<tle 1e1 ''' play a pac~ed hou~~e at 
MadlY 111 '>quare Oar den 
!"a IO<!III•e, rhat\ exattly whur tlitppened. 
fen yc.tt' <~to . rwtbutly <JUIJudc of lJctrwr 
lup hr,JI cured about 1Jcrrn11 hlp·hup. 
Whatever dr<unall~ picture rnuy have been 
fYdlftlcd hy II Milt•, the truth ~ ~ tlwt lr~<:al rap In 
rite 1r11d '1JI/tl w;" ilfl ""ulur w mrnuruty 
w•ll•:d 11fl 111 1111y plate~ hkc the fl1p lloJ; 
'IIH'fl Y11u t~n·t eve11 ~uy the wur)d dr~rc­
~J>C(.IOO f.lctlwt rap. bectHI'K: lhe wrn ld wu-n't 
JY<IYIII~ cr~111gh UtiCIIIUifl Ill CHIC: UIIC: WUy 111 
II >~; rAhi;r 
Mm~h~ll Mmhcr~ WIUIII't the only IIUY ~I 
ting dirty washing dishes at Gilben's Lodge in 
St. Clair Shores, Mich. Kuniva and Kon Artis 
were there, too. Hip-.hop might have been a 
lifestyle, but mi~imum wage was a life. 
Dl2's members will tell you, insistently, 
that they always believed in their talents. And 
no doubt the confidence was genuine. But you 
can't escape the fact that without a fonunate 
stroke of lightning~n Eminem cassette that 
slipped into the hands of an Interscope 
intern-these fellas might well be experienc-
ing fame' the way the rest of the world does: 
channel-surfing MTV and BET after a long 
day at work. 
"Crabs in a bucket"-that's always been 
Eminem's favorite metaphor to describe.those 
old days. Rappers crawling on top of each 
other, pushmg each other down as they uied 
to break for the top. What separated D 12 was 
the sense of loyalty; somewhere along the 
way, somebody realized that linking claws 
could h~lp push everybody up and out 
012 ts often characterized as an Eminem 
side project, but the reality is the group was 
born in the mid-'90s, the brainchild of Proof 
the city's freestyle champion and the rna~ 
whom .every 012 member calls the group's 
"big brother." . 
'They wanted to make a supergroup of the 
best emcees in Detroit," Kuniva said. 
012 was less a formal group than a loose-
kmt collaboratiOn. It's unclear whether ariy 
version of D 12-the "Dirty Dozen"-actual-
ly had .12 members. With soine of Detroits top 
talent mvolved. egos inevitably clashed, and 
rappers carne and went One member, a tal-
ented emcee named 
Bugz (Karnail Pitts), 
was mwdered in 1999. 
Rapper Swift was 
brought in to replace 
him, and the final 012 
lineup was set. 
"Since then. we real-
ly bonded with each 
other. When we lost 
Bugz, that brought us 
closer together than 
ever, and we decided to 
stick together," Kuniva 
said. "It made us all 
stronger, made us 
appreciate and love 
each other more. I love 
all those dudes, and I'll 
love 'em 'til my last 
breath. 'Those are my brothers." 
D 12 World is a decidedly better record than 
2001's Devils Night. It's got a punch, a self-
assuredness. missing from that first work. It's 
also a more democratic effort-less an 
Eminem-piloted project than a group show-
case. 
The record reveals definite growth, experi-
ence gleaned from three y~rs of watching up 
close as Em1nem honed hts own studio skills. 
:·Marshall. he .always had the luxury of 
bcmg m the stud10 with Dr. Ore, Snoop, all 
those great cats." Bizarre said. 'The first 
album, we were babies in the game. Now 
we've been on seven or eight tours, and we've 
learned from Marshall all the little tricks. We 
stepped up our game." 
But de,pite 1ts commercial success. the D 12 
album landed m1l(ed rev1ews, dismissed by 
~me a~ an Emmem favor for old friends. 
D 12 dido 't take the criticism well. 
Journalist~ have swapped war stories about 
rhe~r testy exchanges with lnterscope ufter bud 
rev1ews. Some earned bli>tering c-muils; oth-
ers found their D I 2 access cut off. It was a 
~~ acr?ss the bow: You don't toy with 
Em1nem > posse. 
But none of it ~rned to dent the: grU\!p's 
confidence. If unythtng, D 12 seemed to gro.,w 
!""ore brazen, more outspoken. more: uctive. 
lltere were urguments in the btudio, buttlc.~ 
over creati ve idcus. but ultimutc:ly one rule 
held fuM: Nothmg mude the cut unless every-
one ugrecd. 
"We went thriiUJ!h a ~rowin11 proces~." 
Kuniva ~uid . " J'hur's whut son this ulbum-
!l!e hunger fmm beln11 uwny lbr so lon11. 
I here wltN so much cner11y in that stutliu. S() 
many ideo~ guin11 uround. On that flrst ulbum. 
l!m1nem JUM mudc sure n wus 11uln11 to be a 
~uccc~s. On thiM ulbum. we: were ublc tn mus-
ter the crllft." 
The hliiiiCKt leHIIOII l'or D I 2 httH hccn the 
111tne w,rc llmlnem lcurnc:d wuy buck: Keep 
y11ur~~ell clr»ic to whut you knuw, und ulwuys 
lrH1k over your shmrldcr. 
"You can't trust everybody In thl~ lltCtiHY 
huslrrcs~ ." UIZJrrrc MAid. "You've IIIli ttl keep 
y11w ru rully clr!Ml, f1(J now friend you slick 
with ull the old lJCitplo. 'l'l!nt'• who you keep 
UtiiUitd.'' 
424 S . Wabash , 312 . 554.1215 
w~o(ir 
· Home~ade 112 Pound Burgers, Baked Submannes. 
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e right moves 
0 Via Audio gains national attention with debut CD 
11 Matthew Jaster song that features Molad ?n vt?Cals alone. 
YE Edt This overproduced mess IS nmsy, tediOUS 
A& or and doesn' t stand up to the other !racks 
Great pop music is on the album. Molad is an excellent 
infectious, clever, songwriter, but he might want to leave all 
catchy and sublime. the vocal responsibilities to Martins. 
Since these words are Formed in 2002, Via Audio came to 
used in music reviews life at the Berklee College of Music. 
in majlazines, news- They've been perfonning aro~nd Boston 
papers and websites and New York since 2003, qwetly bwld-
IL-------' on a daily basis, it's ing a fan base in both cities. Kill.nor-
best to get the redundancy out of the way mal records, a label that includes bands 
immediately. such as The Arrogant Sons of Bitches and 
On their debut EP, Via Audio follow The Flaming Tsunamis, chose to sign Via 
the unwritten rules of pop music flaw- Audio even though their sound was dif-
lessly. They have the perfect singer/gui- ferent from the rest of their bands. 
tarist in Jessica Martins-a woman who The group has a great chance of being 
follows a long list of popular female- a very successful pop band. They've g?t 
fronted Boston bauds such as Throwing all the parts in all the nght places to gam 
Muses, Belly and the Juliana Hatfield a bigger audience. Martins, ultimately, is 
Three. the secret to their success. She's got a 
Drummer Danny Molad, guitarist Tom firm grasp on everything infectious, 
Dies and bassist David Lizmi are top- catchy and sublime-making her the 
notch companions, but it's obvious from poster girl for the pop scene. It's not a bad 
the very first !rack that the spotlight idea to join her for the ride. 
belongs to Martins. On "Developing The V"ta Audio debut EP will be 
Active People." Martins and Mol ad share released 011 May 5. The bruui will be per-
vocals, but the song would lose momen- forming live at the Ubenyvil/e Civic 
tum without Martins' gentle delivery. Cellter in Ubenyville, /It, on May 22. 
Songs "Mouth Shut" and "Setup" fe<!- For mon: information, visit www.killnor-
ture lyrics such as "And if you knew who mal. com. 
would be good for you, maybe then 
you'd learn to keep your mouth shut" 
and "I am coming whether you like it or 
not cause you can't do these things 
alone." Sure they' re not thought provok-
ing, but s ince when is pop about making 
some kind of statement? 
There's something hypnotic about 
Martins' vocal prowess; she draws you 
into her world with a desperation that's ~~;;:;ji'l.:=;;;:: 
missing from the current music scene. r 
Most pop bands fail to capture the ele. 
ments of lust and love without falling 
into Jewel or Avril Lavigne--esque sugar-
coated !raps. Martins just wants to s ing 
her songs. 
If there's anything holding the EP t-""'\ii•,;.~~ 
back, it's the final song "The Fetfect !'---"'---''-----' 
Fix." The experimental piece is the only 
Pop culture gets history lesson 
By Jamie Murnane 
A&EE!Itor 
As important as it may be: the sad truth is 
that history, for the most part, 1s extremely bor-
ing. One reason for this could very well be that 
the "history" we've gotten repeatedly spoon-
fed all these years is nothing new: we've all 
heard about Co lumbus' three ships, 
Washington's cherry lree and the tea thrown 
into the Boston Harbor. But when 's the last 
time anyone taught us the history of our own 
culture- things that directly affected how we 
live our lives today? 
., .hif ... " · 00",.,,.. I ~ I political climate. 
Many of us take these 
things for granted and 
many more have never 
even thought about these 
things-such as why every LITIRAl\IRE 
suburban home has a lawn 
that the suburbanites dread mowing. 
It is upon answering quirky questions like 
these that Smith and Kiger unearth the people. 
innovations and events that slipped through 
history 's fingertips. Finally, history that really 
matters. 
The answer is now, ...-----,-=~==::-.:=----, Each of the 20 incidents. 
thanks to journalists a popular history of the fads, as the authors make evident. 
Martin J. Smith and mavericks, inventions, and !o<o have greatly changed the 
Patrick J. Kiger. They've that shaped modern amEHO.:a very crux of our co untry-
selectively compiled I e each in their own way. Fo r 
numerous entertaining poe Orlca instance. we can thank Betty 
chunks of historic pop · Ford's clinic interventions 
culture facts in their new for Jerry Springerlike talk-
book, Poplorica: a popu- including the untold stones of- show guests who now feel 
Jar history of the fads, who n,l 100 ,. it'll\" di1l."\ei"S completely free to air their mavericks, inventions "'" dirty laundry on national tel-
and lore that shaped · evision. 
modem America. ...n~ A ,.omb!es <vie According to the author's 
"Poplorica," a word 9 inlroduction, the connection 
coined by the authors, between thes.e "d isparate 
combines pop culture, lhu UUpl.lltankOf 6iopcr milestones is that each one 
lore and America. That's e reshaped American culture in 
also exactly what the lheahenwho\'hanged ad<ertis;ng · unexpected and significant 
thought-provoking book ways. 
effortlessly does ·by @ And so we offer this Cliff 
h<r.N thtO bocar.-:1'1 in f 1 addressing 20 of the most No tes o contemporary cu -
surprisingly influential lure, a readable resource for 
occurrences in modern Martin J. Smith and Patrick J. Kiger people like you with a keen 
America. Some of these ,_.,,_c .._ ...... _ • .._...,..,.'"'"""' intellect, a healthy curiosity 
incidents include how and a wry sense of humor-
260 tons of leftover turkey led to the invention people who perhaps were wonderin~ how 
of the TV dinner that went on to change the things got so weird but haven't had the t1me to 
way the American family eats and interacts sort things out. 
with each other. By design, this book is an eclectic mix, a 
And don' t forget the 1950s invention of per- sampler we hope you'll find provocative. 
manent-press clothing that not only saved m1l- informative and fun." 
lions of men from sloppiness but also drasti- Aside from learning something halfway 
cally changed the gender roles by freeing up interesting and worthwhile, readers will also 
women's time once spent ironing suits. seem incredibly smart when they begm quot-
Smith and Kiger also delve into such issues ing from the book, showing off to peers their 
as how "thin became in" in the most well-fed uncanny ability to recall random h1stoncal 
country, how the little brown alien who happenings that explain. once and for all. how 
wanted nothing but to " phone home" things "got so weird." 
changed the world of advertising and how 
the invention of the air conditioner drast1cal-
Third Generation • Same Family Ownership 
312-427-5580 • 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898 www.central-camera.com 
email: sales@central-camera.com 
We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help You! We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week 
Never, ever buy a camera based 
solely on price. 
Except for· these 8 days. 
The . Con tax National Sales Event 
May 8 through May 15, 2004 
Save An Additional1 0°/o 
on all Contax Film Cameras, Carl Zeiss P Lenses and Accessories In Stock 
Take advantage of "Create Your Own Kit" rebates, bonus double rebates, 
individual body and lens rebates and more, in addition to. the Lowest Prices of the Year. 
Got Questions? Tom Woods, the Midwest Contax Sales Representaive, will be in the 
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Congratulations to the nineteen candidates 
elected as SGA senators for the 1004-1005 term! 
Michael Gallo - Art & Design 
Nathan Gabbard - Arts, Entertainment & 
Media Management 
Jamie Fox - At Large 
Michalakis Kalopedis - At Large 
Anne Kelly - At Large 
Margaret Ness - At Large 
Vanessa Torres - At Large 
Clifton Doss - Audio Arts & Acoustics 
David Davison - Cultural Studies 
Hettie Barnhill - Dance 
Pedro Catrambone - Film & Video 
Robyn Martin - Interactive Multimedia 
Anitra Hernandez - Interdisciplinary 
Jessica Diehl - Journalism 
Nazaneen Saebre' - Marketing Communications 
· Angela Pulido - Photography 
Ruben Foster - Radio 
Summer Daugherty - Television 
Jacob Tuma - Theater 
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If you want it done right, you've got to do it yourself 
0 Technology, creativity and innovation allow zines to thrive in the independent publishing market in 2004 
By Lisa Balde 
Manag1ng Edrtor 
Nqt too long ago, Allison 
Calamari had a phobia of cars. 
She couldn't sit in one without 
being nervous , she couldn't start 
one without shaking, and she 
certainly couldn't drive one 
without experiencing a mount-
ing feeling of emotional stress. 
But thanks to a reality televi-
sion show and a homemade 
"zine," the 29-year-old artist 
originally from Los Angeles, 
can now attest to being a fu lly 
certified driver- prone to break-
ing the standard rules of the road 
just like everyone else. 
When Calamari. got fed up 
with the car phobia that prevent-
ed her from conveniently travel-
ing anywhere in Chicago, she 
contacted the now-defunct 
"Worst Case Scenario" TV show 
to get a crash-course lesson on 
driving. 
Because the show's producers 
liked the concept of a young 
woman's fea r of moving auto-
mobiles, she said, the producers · 
flew her to California, and a 
driving instructor forced her to 
dri've I 0 hours a day for two 
days stra ight. 
"Now I have complete con-
trol," she said . 
Anyone can read about how 
Calamari gained that control in 
Bunches of Punches, her very 
own zine, which is chock full of 
personal experiences that repre-
sent her efforts to regain control 
in her life. 
" It represents how . many 
punches I've taken in my life, 
both literally and' figuratively," 
she said. 
Calamari<!ises her zine, a first-· 
time effort for her in the world 
of independent publishing, as a 
channel to express things she 
used to have a hard time talking 
about. 
She isn't alone. 
Homemade, low-budget pub-
lications distributed to limited 
audiences, such as Bunches of 
Punches, make 'up a large per-
centage of a growing trend in the 
independent category of publi-
cations, publishers told The 
Chronicle. 
Stuffed with fiction, personal 
accounts, poetry, expository 
essays and a variety of photos 
and artwork, zines are popping 
up in independent bookstores 
across the country. 
According to Jeffrey 
L<!pendorf, the executive di rec-
tor for New York-based The 
Council of Literary Magazines 
and Presses,. the zine market is 
improving because of desktop 
publishing improvements and 
the growing accessibility to 
make posts on the Internet. 
"I thi nk zines present an alter-
native to mass media," he said. 
The CLMP, which helps inde-
pendent publishers di stribute 
their m'aterial to their target 
audiences , deals wi th about 
I ,000 publications, Lepenaorf 
said. And the market is getting 
better. 
"Over 80 percent of literatu're 
publ ished in the U.S. is [done 
so] by six large publishing hous-
es," he said. 'The- other 20 per-
cent ,is published by everyone 
e lse. . 
The CLMP_ sees independent 
publishers as the seventh pub-
lishing house, he said. 
Although bookstores through-
out the Chicago area such as 
Quimby's and Barbara's 
Bookstore have jumped of. the 
zine-sell ing bandwagon, the 
zine trend isn't new. 
The CLMP was founded in 
1967 to facil itate independent 
publications, and according to 
The Book of Zines, a printed 
online zine directory, the first 
big wave of these low-budget, 
homemade magazines occurred 
in the '80s with the "fanzine." 
"Fanzines are published by, 
and for, special interest groups 
and they provide a physical link 
between these communities and, 
equally importantly they pro-
vide a place for networking and 
exchange within this communi-
ty," according to an article on 
the site. 
The Book of Zines reported 
that 20,000 zines currently exist, 
but the number fluctuates fre-
quently as new writers continue 
to print their thoughts and sto-
ries in their perSonal, Xeroxed 
and stapled zines. 
"I think [zines] help heal peo-
ple," Calamari said. "It's going 
to make them see things differ-
ently. Going to a zine reading is 
like going to group-it's thera-
peutic." 
Jeremy Smith, director of the 
San Franciso-based Independent 
Press Development Association, 
agreed that the independent pub-
lishing trend that inc ludes zine 
publishing will continue to 
grow. 
He said that the current Bush 
administration, the war and the 
country's econo mic recession 
play a role in the growing zine 
market. 
"The levels of [trust] for the 
mainstream media are low, and 
[the public] is looking for an 
alternative," Smith said. 
And the alternate choice for 
consumers continues to be zines 
because they ' re inexpensive to 
make and sometimes even less 
expensive to buy, he said. 
Despite the growing populari-
ty of e-zines, or independent 
magazi nes published on the 
web, Smith said the Internet 
won't put a damper on the suc-
cess of the printed zine. · 
"If you want to pay your staff, 
you have to have a print edi-
tion," he said. 
According to Smith, the best 
way to sell zines and other inde-
pendent publications is to follow 
the current trend: Sell your zine 
at independent bookstores. 
Because zines are written for a 
specific audience, they need to 
be sold in a venue that attracts 
the type of audience a zin~ pub-
li sher wants. 
"The number of magazines 
sold on the newsstand is at an 
all-time low,:· he said. "The 
small market is increasing." 
Rrinters'•• 
square•• 
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16 Javet1n 's palh 
17 Tracl< shapes 
18 TroptCal fru11 
19 Theater Sign 
tellers 




24 Clan chart 
25 F1nal profit 
27 Overnight flight 
29 R1ngs of fat 
32 Northern Ireland 
35 Balderdash' 





43 NATO member 




52 Tack on 
54 D.C. b1g shot 
55 Western tribe 
59 Hall a bikini 
60 Running game 
62 "Top Hat" dancer. 




69 _ Haute, IN 
70 Soprano Callas 
7t Wild blue yonder 
72 Makes eyes at 
73 Ruhr Valley clly 
DOWN 
1 Walking 
2 Burton of 
"Roots" 
3 Ticked off 
4 Most serene 
5 Otherwise 
6 Asherman 








13 Doughy pastry 
21 A high price to 
pay 
26 Wright and 
Brewer 
28 _Moines 
30 Sphere in a pod 
31 Wee one 
32 Inarticulate 
grunt 
33 Director Spike 
34 Bachelor's last 
affair 
37 Bring Into play 
38 Highland boy 
41 NYC arena 
42 Bleed 
45 Punter's pride 
48 New World 
lizards 
50 All told · 
Solutions 
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51 Rental 
agreements 
52 Encourages in 
crime 
53 Practical joke 
56 Concert hall 
levels 
57 Banks of 
baseball 
58 Car type 
61 Young lady 
63 Weighty book 
66 Product to 
mine 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 
Announcements 
A career journey begins with a single step at Chicago Job 
Resource www.chicagojobresource.com 
Internships 
Medical Contracting Services, Inc. is accepting resumes for 
our Summer Sales Internship Program. The internship pays 
$I21hour. Hours are Mon-Thurs 8-4pm. Applicants must have 
senior status and reliable form of transportation. Please email 
resumes to internship@medicalcontracting.com or,call 800-388-
558I ext 456 for more information. 
Travel 
Get the "bleep" out of the cold! Mexico/Carribean only $125 
each way all taxes included. Other worldwide destinations cheap. 
Book on-line www.airtech.com or (212) 2 19-7000. 
Roommates 
FEMALE WANTED to share 2BR with me and cat. NS. 
Chicago & Damen. Month-to-Month. $320/mo. 1/2 utilities. 
Monique, 773-988-1116 sapphone@hotmail.com 
got work? 
Local office of National firm filling positions in Chicago. 
Customer sales/service so must have good people skills. 
$14 Base-Appointment Guaranteed Pay 
Conditions Exist - Training Provided - Flexible Schedules 
All Majors May Apply - Secure a Summer Position 
Get more information or apply at 
www.4collcecwork.com/chi 
or call ASAP! 
(773) 866-1608 
The Office of Human Resources and the Staff Showcase Committee are proud to 
announce Columbia College's first Partners in the Arts Staff Showcase! · 
This event will be held on Friday, July 9, 2004 at the Center for the Book & Paper Arts on 
the 2nd floor of the Ludington Building, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., from 5-9 p.m. 
We hope that you will join your colleagues in this celebration of staff talent as an artist or 
show your support by stopping by. 
Staff are welcome to participate in this event by submitting an application 
by June 1, 2004. To participate please complete the PARTNERS IN THE 
ARTS SHOWCASE APPLICATION and the applicable ART FORM: 
Form A: Visuai ·Art & Display of Literary Works 
Form B: Media Arts, Audio Arts & Recorded Works 
Form C: Performance Arts & Readings 
For details about this exciting event, forms and applications please visit: 
http://www.colum.edu/showcase/ 
If you have any questions please contact Gabina Mora at X7468. 
Forms can be e-mailed to gmora@colum.edu or faxed to X8049. 
1st National Credit Services 
Have you filed for bankruptcy? 
Banks rejected your loan requests? 
Are you struggling to pay your bills? 
Do you need help finding financial security? 
us help you be on your way to a 
0 ld you know you will PRY more In hllorelt when you consolldalo ollalbla lhKianl 
lonn1 lhrouyh lho Fodoml Olroor Consolldlllon 1'1'0111'11111 llllmp~rcd 10 whan you 
~onMolldn lo wllh rho Srmlofll Lonn Consolldlllon onlcr (SLCC)'I 
II~ rruo. Yuu don'! have lu pay more In lnltreal boe"11c SLCC o0'1!111 aonl\1 or 1M 
boRI borrower lxmarhs In rho lndullry. 
lly ~UIIIIflitlnllny wilh SLCt' yma Clll koOjl lllMI or your lllllli~Y .... ~ 
OM~h llltllllh IIIli roduoa your iiiiCI'CII IAIO Allha 111110 limo. 
lr ynu 11111 yanahanlilllllhla year plouo ta ll lho SLC 
Wll· l'loo nunahor htllay 11 KOO·KM•7053 I IIli w.t will 
holt! Yl'" I'AY t.HSS now. __ .,... 
w w \,V ·. I I t I ,, I II I ,, '" 
Come enjoy our 
mouthwatering spedals 
616 S. DEARBORN 
CHICA~O, IL 60605 




Stamps & mailing 
Copies onlv &cents 
for students. 
Color copies 
47 w·Polk St. 
PH 312.427.7839 
Fax 312.427.7874 
@2003 United Parcel Service o! Inc . 
. S. Michigan - Sa serpent · 
,Mon.- Tnurs. 8-6, Fn. 8-3 
tomato, cheese, salsa, sour cream 
w/beef or veggie chili 
$3.75 
candied walnuts, blue cheese, walnut dressing • 
i on Grilled Rye $4.00 
beet, swiss cheese, russian dressing, optional sauerkraut 
Served w/potato chips 
Soup: Mon - French Market 
Tues - Cheddar Broccoli 
Wed- Turkey Vegetable 
Thurs - Beef Barley 
Sincelow-c;arbohydrate, high-protein diets have become so popular, we have decided to help in these endeavots ... 
I'' The;Undergroun'd Cafe, the Coffee House & the Glass Curtain Cafe are featvring hlgh·proteln, low-carhohydrate;meals.soa<k$ \lnd des$erts pt~r4d 
using the South Beach Diet plan. They are items that should appeal to everyone. not only dieters. 
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Panelists envision 
student-centered 
Loop, Grant Park 
0 South Loop: largest college 'town' in Illinois 
By Jeff Danna 
City Beat Edt01 
As Chicago's so-called "front 
yard," Grant Park has been instru-
mental in providing necessary 
space for seasonal events and fes-
tiva ls. But to the members of the 
Grant Park Conservancy, it's sti ll 
not being used to its full potential. 
This was the topic of discussion 
among a five-member panel at ·the 
Grant Park Conservancy's May 4 
meeting in the Daley Bicentennial 
Plaza, 337 E. Randolph St. 
The panelists, who included col-
lege officials from schools in ihe 
South Loop and one official from 
the Greater State Street Council, 
concluded that Grant Park -should 
be an attraction that is used year-
round and reflects the diverse 
atmosphere of the South Loop: 
"Grant Park .doesn't do enough 
relevant to the life of the ci ty," 
said panelist Leonard Lehrer, dean 
of the School of Fine and 
Performing Arts at Columbia. 
"How we_ use the landscape 
defines what our culture is." 
Dr. Felice Dublon: vice presi-
dent and dean of Student Affairs at 
the School of the Art Institute, 
who served as a panelist; said that 
with more schools in the South 
Loop offering opportunities for 
on-campus housing and the open-
ing of the University Center of 
Chicago at State Street and 
Congress Parkway. it's only natu-
ral that the students be able to uti-
1 ize the area. 
"We can't assume students are 
going to automatically show up 
here," Dublon said. "They're 
hardwired to leave the Loop." 
Dublon said students need a rea-
son to stay around Grant Park and 
the Loop during their free time if 
the area's full potential is to be 
reached. Because students are 
given U-PASSes at the beginning 
of each semester, she said, they 
use those passes to travel to neigh-
borhoods like Wicker Park and 
Lakeview on the North Side for 
their weekend entertainment 
because the South Loop and Loop 
don't offer similar attractions. 
In order to assist the relationship 
between college students. the 
South Loop and Grant Park, pan-
elist Dr. Thomas Foechtmann 
executive director of communi!; 
relatio ns and rnmen t at 
DePaul University, has been work-
ing in conjunction with the Greater 
State Street Council and Central 
Michigan Avenue Association as 
the Higher Education Working 
Group in the Loop and South Loop 
to study the impact students are 
having on the area. 
According to the group's inter-
im report submitted to the Grant 
Park Conservancy, 52,458 stu-
dents are enrolled in 21 colleges in 
the Loop and South Loop, making 
the area the largest college "town" 
in Illinois. 
The Higher Education Working 
Group also reported that college 
students in the Loop spend around 
$91.8 million on retail items dur-
ing the school year. 
Panelist Ty Tabing, executive 
director of the Greater State Street 
Coun«il, said his organization is 
using this information to determine 
what types of businesses are need-
ed to ~eep students in the area. 
"The presence of a student body 
downtown was kind of underesti-
mated by city hall," Tabing said. 
The issue of keeping students in 
the .area led the panelists back to 
the subject of Grant Park and how 
students can be encouraged to use 
it for recreation. 
Mark Kelly, vice president of 
Student Affairs at Columbia. who 
participated in the panel discus-
sion, said that getting students to 
utilize Grant Park is a matter of 
. collaboration between the colleges 
in the area. 
"Twenty years ago .. . we [at 
Columbia! did not look for part-
ners," Kelly said. "We saw our-
selves as mavericks out on our 
own and we acted that way." 
Now, Kelly said, the colleges 
are thinking of one another as 
allies. and working together to 
plan events that will bring students 
from all Loop and South Loop 
schools into Grant Park. 
The panelists agreed that they 
would like to see Gr~nt Park shed 
its image of being the summer 
destination of suburban to urists 
and become what Kelly called the 
"l ifeblood" o f the city, where stu-
dents partake in activities such as 
musical performances and poetry 
readings daily. 
" I view Grant Park as an enthu-
siast," Dublon said. "We should 
make the most of it." 
Kuehntr/Tht Chronicle 
Dr. Felice Dublon of the School of the Art Institute discusses 
th.e Impact of student housing In the South Loop at the Daley 
Btcentonnlal Plaza , 337 E. Randolph St. 
City Beat . 
, , . · . · Courtesy the GtUIIr Stilt SIMI COIIncU 
The Super ~an Mtckey Mouse, destgned by television personality Regis Philbin, is one of 15 stat-
ues of the Dtsney character that wtll be on display along State Street from May 22 to July 21 in cele-
bratton of Mtckey's 75th .anniversary. · • 
Mickey Mouse to celebrate 75 
years next week on State Street 
0 Celebrity-painted statues of the Disney icon to adorn downtown Chicago 
By Cendact Comtr InspE~ations, _a celebration for the Field Mouse fot Chicago, with 
Slaft Writer Mtckey s 75th btrthday. Seventy~ its proceeds going to the Chicago 
When the c ity of Chicago decid- five dtfferent statues were painted Children's Museum. 
ed to pay tribute to one of the most by contrib~ting artists and celebri- The idea of statues taking over 
recognizable icons in the world on ttes, mcludmg Tom Hanks, Wayne State Street is not a new concept 
his 75th birthday,-they had to pull Brady and Andre Agassi, and the for Chicagoans. In 1999, Fiberglas 
out all the stops. statues m sets of 15 wtll make their cows were painted, grazing · all 
Mickey Mouse has arri ved in ways to different cities. over downtown streets before 
Chicago, or will be, starting being auctioned off to raise $3.5 
May 22. with the unveiling of "This is Mickey MoU~'s million. The concept. which 
15 decorated 700-pound statues anniversary, so he's th~ ~tlll: Qf;~. began in Zurich. Switzerland. 
and a public party at Block the show." before making its way across 
37,located on the northwest Chicago, prompted dozens o( 
corner of State and Washington other cities worldwide to create 
streets. The festivities will take - Karyn Esken, ,WRPZ. 1 their own artistic attractions 
place from 10 a.m. until noon Radio Disney, station. numa~>e'; with litters of pigs, moose, bea-
and include a variety of games "' gles, bunnies and mermaids lin-
and entertainment, inc luding ing the streets. 
some Walt Disney Co. and Coca- "State Street was chosen "Everyone is really excited." 
Cola Co. sponsored contests and . becuuse the Greater Stuie Street said Ty Tabing, executive director 
givcuwuys. There will ulso be City Council is also celebrating it's for the Greater Sta.te Street 
appearances by Rudio Disney per- 75th unniversnry," Esken said. Council. "The reality is that this 
sonulitics. members of WLS-TV "It's also u grent support to ABC's should be u big boom for Chicago 
und Mickey Mouse himsclf."This home street and should be great and downtown tourism, with the 
is Mickey Mouse's unnivers11ry, so with tourism for the statues' vis- combined opening of Millennium 
he's the stur of the show," said ublity." Purk this summer." 
Kuryn Esken, station manager at The tour kicked off in Wult Mickey Mouse und his Jook-
WROZ-AM. Rudin Disney AM Disney World's Magic Kingdom alikes will be stopping in Chicago 
1300 in Chicago. 'There will be und will visit five major cities. through July 2 1 and will be set up 
some other charucters uvuiluble for including Chicugo, Wushlngton ulong both the east and west sides 
the meet and greets ut Murshull und New York, before concluding of State Street, from Wacker Drive 
Field 's, but it 's confidentiul." in an auction. to Jackson Boulevard. 
The Mickey Mouse statues on All of tho proceeds will benefit For more ltiformntiCHt, CCHttnct 
Stute Street ure part of tho tho charity selected by tho city's rite Greater Slate Sl~t Cou11cil til 
Cclebrute Mickey: 75 featured urtist. Marshall Field's art (312) 782-9160, or visit 
director Brlttn Matson Is creating hrrp:ltwwllldisltlty.contllttlckty7S. 
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Millennium Park 
won't affect city's 
summer festivals 
By Alicia Dorr 
SlaffWriter 
As the spring weather roller-
coaster ride warms on to summer, 
Chicago's downtown festivals are 
gearing up to begin. While 
Chicago's new $450 million 
Millennium Park will add some 
excitement to the air, most of the 
city's festivals are not expecting 
much change. 
The one summer attraction that 
will be changed drastically by the 
new expansion is the Grant Park 
Music Festival. The series of free 
concertS by the Grant Park 
Orchestra and Chorus will move 
outside on July 16 and into the Jay 
Pritzker Pavilion, Millennium 
Park's replacement of the Petrillo 
Music Shell. 
'The Petrillo was supposed to be 
temporary," said Karen Ryan, 
spokeswoman for the Grant Park 
Music Festival. "Everyone is 
thrilled to play [in the Pritzker]; it is 
such an upgrade." 
The 120-foot high Pritzker 
Pavilion, designed by architect 
Frank Gehry, has 4,000 fixed seats 
and room for 7,000 more on the 
lawn. The open-air facility was 
designed specifically with sound in 
mind, according to Ryan, who said 
the builders consulted with orches-
tral sound experts. 
The Grant Park Music Festival is 
not going to change its name 
because of the new pavilion, 
according to Ryan. Millennium 
Park, located at Randolph Street 
and Michigan Avenue, is officially 
a part of Grant Park. 
Cindy Gatziolis, spokeswoman 
for the city of Chicago's Office of 
Special Events, said the 24.5 acre 
Millennium Park will not be affect-
ing most of the summer festivals. 
"Millennium Park is a beautiful 
part of Chicago, but with most of 
our events being festivals, we need 
the big space," Gatziolis said. 
Aside from the music festival , 
the most well known events will 
stay on the southern end of Grant 
Park. The Taste of Chicago, a 10-
day food festival, will remain in the 
Housing Continued from Back Page 
"For eight years, the COalition to CHA's Plan for Transformation is 
Protect Public Housing and our misguided." 
allies have fought-and continue According to Brewster, the city's 
to fight-to stop the massive 10-year plan won't work if the 
destruction of public housing in the CHA produces more homelessness. 
city of Chicago," Heybach wrote. In conjunction with the city's 
On June 19, the CPPM plans to plan. Daley recently broke ground 
initiate a series of forums about on a single room occupancy com-
human rights and housing prob- plex across the street from 
lems in Chicago. Columbia's Wabash Campus 
"We believe housing is a human Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The 
right," said Deidre Brewster, com- SRO, the third in the South Loop, 
munity organizer for the COalition will provide housing for single, 
to Protect Public Housing. low-income residents. 
"Chicago has violated that right" "SROs [are] a step in the right 
Brewster agreed that permanent direction for single people," 
housing should be a major compo- Brewster said. "I'm concerned 
nent for plans to end homelessness about the low-income, African-
and that the CHA is preventing that American women and children." 
from happening. She said projects, such as plans 
"They're creating homeless- to build SROs, are skirting the real 
ness," she said of the CHA, point- problem, though, which involves 
ing to the organization's recent providing permanent housing for 
move to give Cabrini Green resi- low-income families. 
dents only 180 days to move out of Hey bach, who said she supportS 
their established residence. the city building SROs and who 
In a statement written for The advocatesd SROs in the South 
Chronicle in response to allega- Loop with the COalition for the 
tions such as Heybach 's, the CHA Homeless, said there should be 
emphasized the positive affects of more complexes geared toward 
its transformation plan. housing low-income citizens. 
'The notion that CHA's Plan for But permanent housing for ram-
Transformation is working against ilies is needed, as well, she said, 
the Mayor's Plan to end homeless- and no family should be displaced 
ness is an unfounded allegation," it without an alternative residence set 
stated. "Homelessness is caused by aside by the city. 
a number of factors, and to attrib- "Everyone needs a place to 
ute homelessness in Chicago to live," she said. 
• A 23-year-old man from the 
1300 block of North 33rd Avenue 
m Melrose Park. and a 25-year-old 
man from the 3000 block of West 
Walnut Street in Chicago were 
arrested and taken into custody at 
the el station at 22 .E. Roosevelt 
Road, on A,prltl for the pos$ession 
of crack cocaine. 
• A 12-year-old boy, four 1J.. 
year-old boys and a 14--year-old 
boy were arrested and taken into 
custOdy for confronting and shov-
ing a fellow South Loop 
Elementary School student on the 
scbool's grounds at 1212 S. 
J.>lymputh Court on April 28 at 
11:02-a.m. 
• A theft was reported outside 
East--West University, 816 S. 
Michigan Ave., on April 29 at 6 
p.m. The victim's backpack, which 
contained his wallet. Illinois dri-
ver's license and other various IDs 
was reported! y stolen wl)en he set 
it down to take a photograph. No 
one has been taken into custody in 
conn~tion with this incident. 
• A whito 1997 Buick Skylru:k 
Theresa Scarbofough!The Chronicle 
The Grant Park Music Festival will be held in Millennium Park's Jay Pritzker Pavilion this year. Cindy 
Gatziolis, spokeswoman for the city of Chicago's Office of Special Events, said due to the park's 
lack of green space, most of this year's summer festivals will be held in Grant Park. 
open areas from Michigan Avenue 
to Lake Michigan, mostly south of 
Jackson Street The Taste, June 25 
through July 4, features cooking 
demonstrations and food from local 
restaurants, as well as evening 
entertainment. 
The Chicago Film Festival will 
also be unchanged. Films will be 
shown on a screen erected in Butler 
Field, located at Lake Shore Drive 
and Monroe Streot Classic films 
will be shown every Tuesday night 
at sunset, July 13 through August 
24. 
Millennium Park has its own 
attractions, however. The 
McCormick-Tribune ice rink was 
open this past winter and was home 
to photo exhibits last summer. 
Adjacent to the rink is The Park 
Grill, a mostly American-euisine 
spot featuring meals from $11 to 
$25. The Joan W. and Irving B. 
Harris Theater for Music and 
Dance opened in November under 
the park, at 205 E. Randolph St. 
The Grant Park Chorus and 
Orchestra will use the theater dur-
ing the summer, though it is not 
really a part of the park. A private 
institution on public land, the the-
ater will feature dance, music and 
orchestra presentations all summer. 
catering mostly to mid-sized com-
panies. 
There is also a new parking facil-
ity for the downtown area. as well 
as fountains and sculptures. There 
is not much gneen space, however, 
which is why many of Chicago's 
festivals will keep to below 
Jackson Street, according to 
Gatziolis. 
Despite the cost of Millennium 
Park, as well as festival costs. these 
events will remain free. 
Loop group urges students to take photos 
0 Organization's yearly photography exhibition to take place in early June 
By Jell Danna 
Cily Beat Editor 
For the sixth year, the nonprof-
it preservation group Historic 
Printers Row Neighbors is call-
ing on area photographers to get 
behind the lens and document 
life in the South Loop for its 
annual "Living History" photo 
exhibi tion. 
This time around, HPRN's 
members are trying harder to 
spread word of the exhibition to 
South Loop college students, 
said HPRN President Leslie 
Sturino. 
"We want to invite students to 
behold [the South Loop's] spe-
cial beauty and tell us what's 
important," Sturino said. "We 
want people to find uniqueness 
and where the area is going." 
Typicall y, Sturino said, HPRN 
has included a category in the 
exhibition for student submis-
sions, but the majority of those 
entries came from high school 
students. 
To attract college students, 
HPRN is offering a $500 grand 
prize scholarship to the photog-
rapher of the best photo in the 
student category, $150 to the first 
place photographer and $75 to 
the second place photographer. 
was reported stolen at 30 W. Polk 
St.,near Columbia's Residence 
Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court, 
between 11:25 p.m. on April 27 
and 3 p.m. on April28. No one has 
been taken into custOdy io connec-
tion with this incident. 
• A car parked at State and 
Harrison Parking Corp., 609 S. 
State St., was reportedly broken 
into on May I at 11:45 a.m. An 
ffiM laptop in a black ca.rrying 
case was stolen. No one has been 
taken into custody in connection 
with this incident. 
-Compiled by Jeff Danlltltlrrough 
data provld~d 1iy the Chicago 
l'ollc~ Department 
"I think if I was a student and I 
saw $500 .. . that's pretty entic-
ing," said HPRN photo show 
chair Ronnie Jarett. 
Sturino said the purpose of the 
scholarship is to show the public 
that HPRN "encourages student 
achievement in the arts." and the 
grand prize student winner will 
be able to designate who the 
scholarship money will go to. 
Yearly sponsor, the Printers' 
Row branch of the Chicago 
Community Bank, 47 W. Polk 
St., in Dearborn Station, is also 
trying to sweeten the deal for col-
lege students, said branch manag-
er Roy Svenson. He said his busi-
ness will underwrite the first 
entry from the first I 0 students 
who participate in the contest. 
"This is a community event," 
Svenson said. "We want students 
to enter. We want neighbors to 
enter. It's not a high-level event." 
Sturino said the majority of 
participants are usually semi-
profess ional adult photogra-
phers, but by getting students 
involved, a more youthful ele-
ment of the South Loop can be 
documented. 
The photographs will be judged 
by Corinne Rose, manager of 
education at Columbia's Museum 
of Contemporary Photography, 
600 S. Michigan Ave., and Joe 
Spingola, who has taught photog-
raphy for the Fort Dearborn-
Chicago Photo Forum, 47 W. Polk 
St. , in Dearborn Station. 
Wpile the judges will look for 
standard artistic elements in the 
photos, they also will be select-
ing winners based on how well 
the photographer captures the 
di fferent characteristics of life in 
the South Loop, Sturino said. 
The photos, she said, should 
reflect the changing surround-
ings in the area that could other-
wise be lost to history. 
"What we take for granted 
wasn 't here 20 years ago," Jarett 
said . "It 's a very warm and 
friendly area." 
"The history makes it photo-
genic," Svenson said. "There's 
so much of a past here." 
Currently. HPRN is looking 
for more sponsors to help cover 
the cost of the exhibition and the 
prize money. 
Submissions are being accept-
ed until I p.m. on May 15 at the 
Chicago Community Bank in 
Dearborn Station, and the photo-
graphs will be on display at the 
bank from June 4 through July 3. 
The exhibition will also feature a 










Sheny Honkalla speaks to an audience at Sojourner Truth School, 1443 N. Ogden Ave., about her 
own experiences of homelessness and the benefit of the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless' pro-
grams to help develop permanent housing for homeless people in the city. 
Chicago's crime rates drop 
0 Police say First District continues to rank among Chicago's safest areas 
By Mlrk W. Anderson 
Associate Ecitor 
Reflecting a continuing citywide 
trend, crime throughout the police 
district that surrounds Columbia 
decreased during the fi rst three 
months of 2004. 
According to the Chicago Police 
Department, crimes of all types in 
Beat 132 declined 13.4 percent 
during the first quarter of the year, 
with half of the categories of crime 
showing a significant decrease in 
numberh. Incidents of burglary, 
theft, motor vehicle theft and arson 
all dropped, while violent crimes, 
such a.~ robbery, aggravated assault 
and criminal sexual a.~sault rose 
slightly with I 0 incidents reported 
during the period. The area- Beat 
I 3~xtends from Van Buren to 
Cullcrton streets and from Clark 
Street to Michigan Avenue. 
Citywide, crime was down 5.5 
percent during the same period, 
continuing a more than yearlong 
dnwnward trend in the number of 
crimes in Chicago. Throughout I he 
city, violent crimes showed HOme 
of the biggcsl drop!i, with nearly I 5 
percent fewer murders in Jnnuary, 
February an<i March uf 2004 corn· 
)ntrcd lH the ~ame period lu~ l yenr. 
IJe~pile lcuding the nnlion in 
homicidu in 211113 wilh ~WI, 
Chicago has seen its murder rate 
drop in eight of the last I 0 quarters, 
with 103 violent crimes resulting 
in death in the first three months of 
2004 compared to I 2 I over the 
same period in 2003. 
Much like last year, Chicago 
police attribute the decreases to 
aggressive efforts within the 
department to combat crime, 
including reassigning officers to 
high-crime areas , "saturation" 
patrols and increased community 
awareness. 
"More than ever, we' re putting 
the right resources where crime is 
happening," said David Bayless, 
director of news affairs for the 
Chicago police. 
Bayless noted lhat within the 
ci ty overall, the First Dislrict, 
which encompasses Beat 132, hns 
historically been among the safest 
in the city. 
"We have an area that thousands 
of people come into everyday, so 
it 's kind of u unique district," he 
said. "Bul the !First Districtl is still 
one of the safest in the city." 
Among the 1 ypcs of crime thnt 
snw un increusc within the hclll 
were criminal scxunl nssnu ll , which 
ru~~e I()() percent during I he 11111111er, 
ttoing from one reported h1ciden1 10 
two. However, Sjlt. Bill O' Kcllly, 
business liaison officer for the First 
District. said that the statistic may 
be somewhat misleading. 
"One of the two cases has been 
declared closed," he said, noting 
that was an "acquaintance-type 
case that was erroneously report-
ed." In the second case, according 
to O' Reilly. "there are some con-
cerns about the validity of the 
story. It took three days to report it, 
and there arc some inconsistencies 
in the reporting." 
Nevertheless. Martha Meegan, 
director of campus safety for 
Columbia. has expressed concern 
over any JXltential increase in the 
numbers of violent crime in the 
areu around the school. 
"I wns disnppointed to see an 
increase in the level of criminnl 
sexuul assau lt," she said, notlng 
thnl she is working directly with 
officials in the First District over 
the issue. "Anything to do with 
personal safety is of grout concern 
of bolh mine nml the college." 
The slalistic thnt snw the biggest 
fu ll within Beal I 32 wus motor 
vehicle theft , which fe11 40 percent, 
droppin11 from I ~ reported Inci-
dents during the Jirst quurtcr uf 
2004 ccunpnred tn 22 In the t1rst 
<Juarter of 20m. According to 




0 Coalition says homeless need stable housing 
By Lisa Balde 
ManagingE!itor 
In two words, Rene Heybach, 
the director of the Law Project of 
the Chicago Coalition for the 
Homeless, said what's missing 
from the city's 10-year plan to end 
homelessness: permanent housing. 
During an April 28 public brief-
ing sponsored by the Coalition to 
Protect Public Housing, Heybach 
expounded on the gaps she feels 
exist in the city's blueprint to get 
rid of homelessness in less than a 
decade. 
Her thoughts, presented in an 
essay called "A Tale of Two 
Plans," reiterated the feelings of the 
audience gathered at Sojourner 
Truth School, 1443 N. Ogden Ave., 
that day to hear community leaders 
talk about housing destruction and 
the displacement of low-incomes 
residents, she said. 
'The I 0-year plan requires a 
commitment of resources," she 
said. "Public housing costs money, 
and there has to be a will to commit 
to [that]." 
But there are factors working 
against any plans to make Chicago 
Mayor Richard M. Daley"s plan. 
which he comrnined to in 2003, a 
A YEAR 
success, she said. 
In her essay, Heybach outlined 
how she feels the Chicago Housing 
Authority is a main culprit in work-
ing against possible solutions to the 
city's homelessness dilemma. 
"In stark contrast to the goal of 
ending homelessness in 10 years in 
Chicago, the Chicago Housing 
Authority's 'Plan for 
Transformation' --<reated, in part, 
as a result of changes in federal 
law- is dramatically worsening 
homelessness here," she wrote. 
According to Heybach 's state-
ments in the essay, the CHA's 
intentions to rebuild and refurbish 
public housing are displacing resi-
dents, causing low-income families 
to relocate to temporary sheltefS'... 
until permanent housing is made 
available. 
And shelters don't offer the basic 
necessities that a family needs to 
survive, especially when some 
temporary shelters provide nothing 
more than mats on the floor to 
sleep on, she said. 
There's also no guarantee that a 
makeshift shelter in the middle of a 
church will be there for extended 
periods of time, she said. 
See Housing, Page 35 
IN CRIME 
eouRCf QoCAOO ~ICIE. DEJ'Ntl1lillWT 
lit QUARTER 
2003 
drop may go to n new prognun 
sturtcd in the district to combat 
auto theft . 
As purt of the initiative, police 
officers on bikes working the bent 
who sec valuuble items in u vehi-
cle's passenger nren or left in pluin 
view cnrry with them post curds 
thut nllow ofliccrs to print the dute, 
license numhcr, type of vehicle, 
locution of vehlde, nnd type of 
Jli"OJlC1Y visible, ulnng with 11 mcs-
sugu uski n~ lhc vehicle ownur to 
plnce vnlunhle items out of sight 
and Inn cnnccnlcclm\ln. Ancc'Witrd, 
the oll1ccrs mull t•ach postcnrd I ll 
thu 1\lSJlCCtivc 1\l~lstlll\lll vehicle 
lit QUARTER 
2004 
Ryln lluggiNThe Chronlc:le 
ownur. alerting them to be more 
cnreful. 
" It reminds people to be a little 
more cnreful when they park," 
O' Reilly sttid. 
For her part. MeegM sees most-
ly good news in the crime stntistics 
for the qunrter. 
"It's u grcnt thing.'' she stud. "I 
think the [ 1\.'<luction in the num-
bers of) thoft is fnntnstic. I think 
it's 11 sign nf the continued etTorts 
of tho police depnrtmtmt, und l 
once uguin Cll!dlt thc t>ll'orts of nil 
of tho schools in the 1\1'!11 to get 
lnvolvtXI. I think thut's hud 11 grot\! 
lmpnct." 
